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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
It has become too easy to see that the luckless men of
the past lived by mistaken, even absurd beliefs; so we
may fail in a decent respect for them and forget that the
historians of the future will point out that we too lived
by myths.
--Herbert J. Muller1
While men do indeed construct self-validating and often peculiar interpretations of the realities of their world the simple
fact that these views become consensually shared doctrines of
experience does not protect them from the revision'ism of historical scrutiny.

These perceptions of the world become retrospec-

tively altered as developing bodies of knowledge reject them as
being clearly deceptive or anachronistic.

The concept of psycho-

pathology, distinguished historically under many rubrics, has not
been immune to these same processes of modification, nor has it
ever been free of the diverse irrationalities which men of all
ages have constructed to explain the etiology and treatment of
deviant behavior.

Historically, consideration of atypical

behavior all reflect attempts to explain dysfunction utilizing
existing systems of belief and knowledge.

For example, primitive

and ancient societies advanced quasi-theoretical frameworks that
stressed either external causation (e.go spirit intervention,
sorcery, demonic possessiony lunacy, bewitchment) or personal

2

causation (e.g. loss of soul, breach of taboo, object intrusion,
brain disease).2
Of course, retrospective evaluation of these explanatory
devices have found them to be woefully impoverished.

With the

advent of science these archaic beliefs were found to be incompatible with a rational view of the world where all events had logical and determinable causes.

Moreover, with the development of

the medical model of disease, aberrant behavior, of a functional
nature, could be explained and treated in the same systematic
manner as that which had an organic basis.

While the "new view"

still distinguished between external and internal causation of
psychopathology, it radically redefined explanatory concepts and
apparently located dynamics of the disease process within the
individual.

The classic psychiatric/psychological approach has

(and continues to) stressed the description and classification of
pathological signs and symptoms and when etiology was considered,
illness was accounted for more often than not by such intrapsychic factors as anxiety, stress, breakdown of defense mechanisms and ego strength,
Current theories of psychopathology have not been quite as'
oblivious to the effects of the individual's environment in the
production and maintenance of both functional and organic illness.,
Nor can they be, for the last two decades have witnessed a growing
awareness of the purely sociological aspects of pathological processes--processes which had hitherto been assigned only to individual defects,

Research in the social epidemology of mental

3
illness has established the importance of n11merous sociological
variables including ecological and socioeconomic status factors,3
personal and social characteristics, 4 and culture-specific
~

factors.J

It is now commonly recognized that the environment of

the individual plays a crucial role in determining the characteristics and course of pathological processes.

I.

THE ETIOLOGY AND TREATMENT OF THE DELINQUENT:
AN EMERGING PHILOSOPHY

Despite the implications of the foregoing research, the
assumption that pathology is, in a terminal sense, related to an
individual imperfection is a pervasive one.

This assumption is

clearly manifested in prevailing treatment technologies which
often neglect viewing deviant behavior as a product of the larger
social system and particularly the network of interpersonal relationships within which the individual is inextricably embedded.
That is to say, the individual is frequently "treated" as an
isolated agent, seperate from the larger system of social relationships that have developed and maintained behavioral processes.,
As is the case with the larger concept of deviant behavior,
the understanding of etiology and treatment of delinquent pathology continues to suffer from an overemphasis upon intrapsychic
antecedents.

Again, although there exists clear evidence regard-

ing the social/environmental precipitants of delinquency6 the
preeminence of the medical model and the related Freudian
orientation reflect and focus upon individual causation:

"from

the study of neurosis and their emotional manifestations, it was,

4

then, but a short jump to the viewing of delinquent behavior as a
symptom of some underlying emotional conflict."?

By contrast, a

thoroughly sociological interpretation of delinquent behavior
seriously questions "the emphasis placed on personality development • • • as the major immediate causative factor in delinquent
behavior • .,S
Despite the prevalence of the psychiatric or individualistic
conception of delinquency, research implicating the role of the
environment has led to a reformulation of theory regarding etiologic and treatment dynamics.

It seems clear that one cannot

logically assert the role of one's environment in the etiology of
pathology and continue to direct treatment effort primarily within
the psychological realm.

On the other hand, an exclusive inter-

pretation of delinquency based only on sociological premises
neglects the very real contribution of individual psychological
factors in the same process,

In this regard Cohen notes, that

while the literature on delinquency theory consists substantially
of arguments between competing "psychological" and "sociological"
positions, each considered separately, oversimplifies the complex
interactive nature of the phenomenons
Any act--delinquent or otherwise depends on °someth:ing
about the actor,' that is, something about his goals, his
interests, his tempermant, or, speaking inclusively, his
personality, and it depends also on 'something about the
situation' (i.e. environment) in which he finds himself .9
It is precisely because of the impossibility of separating the
sociological from the psychological that a combined sociopsychological theory of delinquency has emerged.

The foundation of this
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approach is predicated upon the notion that personality is generated through interaction and consists of self-other systems.

It

stresses the fact that interaction with other persons provides
the individual with definitions of himself (i.e. his self concept)
and other objects in his environment.

These definitions guide

and direct behavioral expressioni
Each person's orientation toward his human environment
is formed and sustained in social interaction; his sentiments toward himself as well as other people are or5anized
while he is learning to cope with specific people.1
Many of the significant studies based on this sociopsychological
orientation have stressed the role of group processes involving
the interaction of self and the setting of group activity in the
production and inhibition of delinquent behavior.

A more detailed

discussion of this process will be taken up in a subsequent chapter.

Suffice it to say here, that a sociopsychological theory of

delinquent behavior provides a most illuminating, though frequently neglected rational for the existence of residential
centers.
The Role and Function of Residential Treatment
Within this broad interactionist theory of delinquency lies
the nucleus of some of the more contemporary and innovative correctional programs directly concerned with child welfare.

If

deviant behavior is conceived as the product of some complex
interactive process involving the personality of the individual
and his environment (particularly his wider network of significant
social relationships) then treatment must, necessarily, include

the manipulation of both factors simultaneously.

6
This orientation

represents the guiding rational which has inspired not only community involvement in the rehabilitation of delinquent youth but
also the implimentation of broad scale community mental health
programs.

Here, removal of the deviant from the community--his

environment as it were--is not seen as therapeutic, simply because
the deviant is the community:

his deviance is implicated in a

more extensive system of social structures and relationships from
which he cannot be detached.
The same theoretical orientation characterizes those correctional programs which elect to temporarily remove the delinquent
from his immediate environment in order to restructure or create
an environment that is uniquely therapeutic.

Typically conceived

as group oriented programs, 11 these residential treatment centers
were established on the premise that with intensive group methods
rehabilitation could be accomplished in less than one year.
Programming is simple and designed to emphasize the problem solving,
the decision making, and the control effects of the group.
A major assumption for treatment intervention is to make the
delinquent group the target for change; that is, attempt to change
shared standards, points of view, rewards and punishments.

In its

most popularized form this process amounts to a creation of a
"therapeutic milieu" wherein individual growth and change are
inextricably linked to a number of environmental factors peculiar
to a given institutional setting.

For an individual, a milieu

includes the totality of social structures and interpersonal

systems directly or indirectly impinging upon him.

7
Significant

transactional factors in the manipulation of personality and
environment include&

the social structure of the residential

institution including roles, status, and communication networks
among staff and residents; an operative value system; routines,
rituals, regulations and the impact of group process.1 2
This is certainly an oversimplified version of specifically
what milieu treatment is; however, it is not our task to define
the concept further nor is it to delineate "how" milieu therapy
works.

The important point to note in this discussion, and one

that is crucial to the resea:r·ch focus of this paper, is that a
technology of intervention in residential settings depends on some
complex interaction between the unique individual. (personality)
and the social system and structures (environment) created within
the setting.
Research in Residential Settings.

The foregoing socio-

psychological conceptualization of treatment indicates the greater
concern with the possibility of treating problematic persons
through the planned management of the structure and processes of
the situations in which they live.

There exists, however, a

paucity of empirical. investigation of the residential unit.

In

part, this dilemma reflects the fact that each residential unit is
a unique entity creating a similarly unique milieu within which
treatment proceeds.

Investigation of one unit and results thereby

derived do not necessarily lend themselves to valid generalizations.

A more significant impediment to research, however, derives
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from the complexity of the milieu concept in theory and practice:
Milieu therapy means many things to many people. It is
reasonably safe to assume that the bulk of programs presently in operation or proposed for financial support that
are alleged to be milieu therapy are little more than ad
hoc tinkering with a naively perceived 'environment' or
forlorn attempts to make institutional life fit the model
of individual clinical treatment. Too many people are
ready to assume that because they are experts in the complexi t-tes of the human organism or its intrapsychic dynamics, they are equally perceptive and skilled in conceptualization and analysis of what takes place at interpersonal, organizational, and cultural levels. Author·iti_es
in clinical fiel::ls who insist upon sophisticated conceptualizr-:i.tions and methods in their own areas of competence
frequently appear quite ready to rely on shoddy and naive
thinking and bumbling, if well-intentioned activity when
it comes to dealing with the interactive processes of the
institutional comrnunity.13
Beyond the conceptual deficits outlined above, productive
research in such settings is often limited. by an ill-conceived
set of research objectives.

We maintain that at least three

interrelated questions must be articulated prior to or in the
course of the research design.
levels of intervention.
variables for study?

The first concerns the appropriate

What are the ffiost significant milieu

Does one focus on the communication system

of the unit, staff and resident value orientations, or some other
variable(s)?

Secondly, once the level of intervention is spec-

ified, which research methods are most appropriate?

Should they

be confined to participant-observation or should one attempt to
construct rigorous quantitative models?

Finally, recalling that

the milieu concept considers both psychological and environmental
factors, can one demonstrate associations between the two given a
particular level of intervention and methodology?

These are

broad, but essential considerations of research focus--consider-

9
ations which should ultimately lead, directly or indirectly, to
the il1uminat:ion of treatment design, function, and goals.
II.

RATIONAL FOR THE STUDY

Although the term milieu therapy has been referred to in
our discussion we ffiake no assertion that Villa Saint Rose is or is
not directly concerned with milieu therapy.

As Redl clearly

indicates, the elasticity of the concept and its ad hoc invocation
by clinicians often renders it meaningless:
The cry for the therape~tic milieu as a general slogan
is futile and in this wide formulation doesn't mean a
thing • • • • EveL a concept of (total milieu therapy)
does not imply that all aspects of a given milieu are
equally relevant in all moments of clinical life, 1
Despite the ambiquity associated with the term, we maintain that
Villa Saint Rose has, as do all institutional settings, a milieu.
That is to say, an adolescent girl placed in this setting is not
unaffected by the wider and often more covert environmental
systems that would include her own peer group, staff relationships,
implicit and explicit value orientations, and the existing treatment structure.

It is precisely the lack of control over and

failure to systematically understand the nature of these

milje~

variables that ultimately distinguish between the simple existence
of a milieu and one that is therapeutic.

The nature of.a sub-

stantive research effort is not to explicate the total range of
milieu phenomena characteristic of a particular setting nor is it
to define whether the milieu is or is not a therapeutic one.
Rather, it is to explain, and hopefully understand thoroughly a
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given milieu phenomenon,
Development of Focus
Recalling that the individual cannot be seen as :-c-eparate
from other environmental systems we have chosen to articulate the
relationship between a psychological or individual variable and
one that is clearly the rroduct of the milieu at Villa Saint Rose.
At the milieu level we have confined our attention to the nature
of the peer culture within the institution and, more specifically,
to those aspects of the interpersonal choice process that develop,
maintain, and perpetuate a peer culture.

We take as a point of

departure the realization that the peer sod.al system is a most
significant environmental influence on the individual.

Polsky has

demonstrated the crucial importance of understanding this social
system as a precondition to any effective therapeutic intervention:
• • • it is possible for at least a significant segment
of the residential population • • • to maintain and transmit a separate deviant subculture that supports values
and a social system that are counter to those of the institution itself, • • • For notwithstanding his intra.psychic
characteristics • • • residents find it necessary to adopt
the values and patterns of the deviant subculture and to
function in the role imposed on him by the group without
regard to what occurs in the rest of the institution
including clinical therapeutic sessions,15
Although confining our attention to the peer social system at
Villa Saint Rose we further delimit our focus in attempting to
understand the phenomenon of interpersonal perception as it is
manifest in a group setting.

That is, by assuming the importance

of interpersonal relationships among the residents per se, it
becomes necessary to examine the conditions for the existence of

such relationships.
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The structure of these conditions is fully

explained in Chapter III.
At the individual or psychological level of analysis we are
prjncipally concerned with gaining a broader understanding of the
personality structure of the resident and how this factor is
associated with certain aspects of the perceptual processes within
the peer social system.

Again, where Polsky emphasized the impact

of the peer culture upon the individual, Redl emphasizes the equal
importance of the personality characteristics of the individual
that tend to exploit the existing peer culture.

It is worth

examining in some detail Redl's understanding of these interrelated
processes.

Discussing the affinity toward gang formation and. mob

psychology in a residential setting he statess
With the science of group psychology as undeveloped as
it is, we sometimes feel full of envy when we observe some
of our youngsters developing a nearly uncanny instinct for
sizing up group situations for the delinquency support
they might render. Such children will naturally drift.
into the type of group atmosphere which is clearly that of
a gang structure, or they will skillfully produce, or at
least exploit, the phenomenon of 'mob psychology'. There
are • • • rich possibilities which specific group atmospheres offer the delinquent child. Especially does the
sudden breakdown of inhibitions, reality appraisal, personal aff ectional ties which even otherwise well functioning groups suffer under the impact of excitement or
group psychological intoxication, lend itself to a masterful pickup by the delinquent manipulator. He is able to
get others and himself into more delinquent activity under
tho~e conditions than even he would dare or would be a.ble
to devise under other circumstances. This phenomenon is
intensified when a number of children with delinquent egos
live together in a group to begin with and when they have
a chance to solidify their individual delinquent defenses
into something like an officially recognized 'group code'.
It is as though those youngsters knew that submergence
into a delinquent group code would be the best antidote
against the remainders of their individual superego demands,
which might hamper their guilt-free enjoyment of delinquent fun.16
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Clearly then, a psychological as well as an environmental analysis
must accompany any attempt to explicate a given milieu phenomenon
for they are mutually interdependent.

At the psychological level

then, we have chosen to examine the resident's ego attitudes or
self-concept.

Note here that a purely psychologicaJ. analysis is

valuable only insofar as it permits us to understand the personality composition of the total residential group.

However, it does

not allow us to explain group phenorr. enon unless we can isolate the
group factor for analysis and demonstrate interrelationships
between the two levels.

This we have attempted to do by examining

certain aspects of the residents perceptual system and treating it
as a function of the individual's self-concept.
Research Methods
There is little agreement regarding specifically what constitutes "appropriate" research methods in residential settings.
Existing paradigms range from the participant-observation technique, best exemplified by Polsky's Cottage Six, wherein the
researcher is required to achieve intimate contact with the residential community, to more elaborate quantitative designs such as
the now-classic sociometric studies of Moreno, Jennings, and
Lundberg and Lawsing.17

Despite the limitations of quantitative

statistical designs a number of considerations influenced our
decision to utilize quantitative methods.
The exploratory nature of this study, although not designed

.

to test any a priori hypothesis, does seek to provide a foundation
for further research into the peer social system at Villa Saint

Rose.
a,
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With respect to an analysis of this system we have utilized

sociometric technique which is well suited to collect la.rge

amounts of numerical data regarding aspects of interpersonal perception.

Quantification at this level permits a more useful

description of the phenomenon at hand than less rigorous methods
do.

Furthermore, the use of a personality inventory to measure

self-concept is itself given to quantitative as well as descriptive formulation.

This same inventory is currently used by staff

at Villa Saint Rose for a clinical assessment of the individual
girl; however, there is little knowledge regarding its empirical
and predjctive significance.

By demonstrating its quantitative

utility in this study we hope to provide some validation for its
continued use.
Overview of the Study
Any research effort must reflect a theoretical base, however
vague, which directly or indirectly validates a given interventive
strategy.

Since this study is largely concerned with the self-

concept and peer group phenomena, the review of the literature is
intended to illuminate their collective significance in1

1) a

general theory of the self and interpersonal perception and 2) a
specific understanding of adolescence and delinquency,
Our methodology reflects an attempt to answer three related
questions:

1) what is the nature of the self-concept as manifested

in this residential population; 2) how are the theoretical components of interpersonal perception operationalized within the
interactive network of the residential peer group and 3) how does

14
the self-concept influence defined aspects of interpersonal.perception?
The section on methodology, apart from its broader intent to
construct a design to test the above questions, is quite useful in
assessing the application of large scale data collection devices
in a residential setting.

Finally, we believe that this research

has provided a useful foundati_on with which to continue exploration of the residential treatment unit at Villa Saint Rose.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
INTERPERSONAL PERCEPTIONr INTERACTION BETWEEN
THE SELF AND SOCIAL GROlJP

Theoretical Orientation
Perhaps no other area of personality theory has received
more attention or been the object of as much controversy as that
of the self,

Conventionally referred to as the ego, this concept

has acquired considerable prominence in the psychological literature, 1

Although this literature includes a diversity of theore-

tical orientations, considered collectively they all reflect
certain philosophical dispositions that have, historically, plagued
all theoretical frameworks regarding the self,

Philosophically,

attempts to understand the nature of consciousness, particularly
self-consciousness, have raised four competing perspectives,
Essentially, these perspectives question whether or not the concept of self should be considered ass

1) an existent fact or

simply a convenient hypothetical construct, 2) the subject ("I")
or the object ("me") of conscious experience, 3) structural in
character or reflective process and 4) singular (self) or multiple
(selves) in character.

A complete discussion of these different

perspectives is beyond the scope of this paper.

The reader should

be aware of them however, for they serve to indicate that identity

is definitely not a simple matter of theoretical consensus.
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Our

task here is to outline a theory of the self that is consistent
with, and supports, the use of group treatment methods in residential settings.
The social/psycholog1cal orientation that influences our
discussion of the self is known as symbolic interaction.2

An

interactionist theory of the self addresses itself to two major
problems.

The first is that of socialization:

how does the indi-

vidual acquire the ways of behaving, the values, norms, and attitudes of the social group(s) of which he is a part?

The second

problem concerns the basis for the organization of persistent
behavior patterns.

The directive intent of interactionist theory

is to explain these questions in terms of an interaction between
the self and other significant social relationships of the individual.
At least four assumptions characterize this position.
interactionism is dogmatically anti-reductionist.

First,

It argues that

valid principles of human social/psychological behavior cannot be
derived from, or inferred from, the study of non-human forms, nor
can they be reduced to and explained by the existence of a "psychic
apparatus."

Thus, j_nteractionism is distinguished from the respec-

tive behaviorist and Freudian orientations regarding the nature of
the self.

Second, any explanation of human behavior must be

concurrent with the explanation of the social group:

"the basic

unit of observation is interaction and from interaction both
society and the individual derive."3

Third, human development is

not simply given genetically or environmentally.
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The human infant

is asocial in character, amorphous and plastic; it awaits organization through interaction with others.

Finally, the human being

is considered to be both actor and reactor; he simultaneously
affects and is affected by others through interaction.
The major integrating concept within this theory is the
principle human emergent of language behavior.

Blumer succinctly

summarizes the pivotal significance of language in social interaction:
• • • symbolic interaction, refers of course, to the peculiar and distinctive character of interaction as it takes
place between human beings. The peculiarity consists in
the fact that human beings interpret or 'define' each
others' actions. Their 'response' is not made directly to
the actions of one another but instead is based on the
meaning which they attach to such actions. Thus human
interaction is mediated by the use of symbols, by interpretation, or by ascertaining the meaning of one anothers
actions. This mediation is equivalent to inserting a process of interpretation aetween stimulus and response in the
case of human behavior.
In Blumer's view the most significant conclusion to be derived
from this account of the human "act" of interpretation is that
human beings have a self.

However defined, self refers to activ-

ity, to reflexive activity, and not to an object, thing or essence,,
It is the product of the interaction of the individual within a
wider matrix of social relationships.

It is similarly amenable to

modification within the same system of social relationshipso
Although the concept of self is crucial to an interactionist
theory of personality, it is one that is used cautiously•
The necessity of using the concept of self does not confer
the privilege of misusing it. As we use concepts in our
thinking they tend to get firmer and harder. Thought about
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fluid events tends to curdle and form solid clots. Before
long we begin to think of the self as if it were a lump in
the personality. It becomes a region, an institution, an
entity. • • • In the end the self is standing like a
solid boulder of granite in the midst of personality and
one's thinking about it is as flexible as granite.5
The Genesis of the Self
It should be apparent that an interactionist conception of
self does not begin with an analysis of the individual qua individual.

Rather, it begins with an explanation of how cooperative

group life is sustained.

Any attempt to explain properties of the

self (how it is generated, developed, and maintained) within this
framework must specify the necessary conditions for the existence
of cooperative social activity.
Unlike the biologically determined cooperative behavior
characteristic of infrahuman social organization, sustained human
interaction can occur only through a process whereins

1) each

acting individual ascertains the intention of others and then
2) makes his response on the basis of that intention,

Human inter-

action, Meltzer states, "is not a matter of responding directly to
the activities of others.

Instead, it involves responding to the

future, intended behavior of others • , • not merely to their
present actions." 6 Some kind of mechanism, therefore, must exist
which permits each acting individual to understand the "meaning"
of others actions and guide his own behavior to fit in with the
intended meaning.
The interpretation of the meaning of any given act is essentially a function of the role taking process.

To understand the
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meaning of anothers act (e,g, a clenched fist means anger), the
ind:lvidual must have learned to put himself in the position of the
other person, must identify with him,

Cooperative social inter-

act.ion is based on the developed ability of human beings to respond symbolically to their own acts via the.role-taking .process.
This ability (role-taking) enables different human beings
to respond in the same· way to the same act, thereby sharing
one anothers experience, , , • ~ehavior is viewed as
'social' not simply when it is a response to others, but
rather when it has incorporated :ln it the behavior of
others, The human being responds to himself as other
person's respond to him,. and in so doing he imaginatively
shares the conduct of others •.. That is, in imagining their
response he shares that response,?
The development of the self is concurrent with the development of the ability to take roles,

Simply stated, the possession

of a self implies that an individual may act socially toward himself just as toward othe+s.

The role-taking process is most

dramatically illustrated by considering what Piaget has termed the
"egocentric" character of childish thought.a· The entire intellectual development of· the child from the time at which he can
speak with relative adequacy to the point at which he acquires an
approximately adult view of himself and the world, is described as
a grad1lal process of overcoming this initial

~gocentric

attitude,

We shall see in a subsequent section that failure in process
represents an impo.rtant basis of pathological adjustment,
The child is at first enclosed in his own point of view and
. sees all things from within it,

His perceptions and judgements

tend to be absolute Or egocentric because he is unaware of any
other points of view and perceptions,

Because the child does ·not
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at first grasp the role of others he tends to act in terms of
short range egocentric goals.

Learning to grasp other points of

view, learning to become non-egocentric, is the crucial process in
the genesis of the self.
I

To the extent that a person is able to

take the role of others, he can respond to himself from their
perspective and hence, become an object to himself.

With respect

to the interactionist conception of self this role-taking process
may be subsumed under two broad developmental stages:

1) play

and games and 2) the generalized other.
In the play and game stage the actual playing of roles occur.
In play, the child takes on a set of dual roles, his own and that
of some other person (e.g. mother, teacher, mailman, etc.).

Such

activity gives the child an opportunity to explore the attitudes
held by others toward himself.

However, during play the young

child's configuration of roles is unstable; he passes from one role
to another in an unorganized and inconsistent fashion,

At this

early stage of development a person's self is constituted by an
organization of the particular attitudes held by other persons
toward himself and toward one another, in the contexts of those
social acts he has explored in his play.
The game by contrast, is an example of "organized" social
interaction.

In it the child must have the attitudes of all the

others involved in the game.

The attitudes of the other players

which the participant assumes, organize into a sort of unit, and
it is that organization which controls the response of the individual:

" • • • each of his own acts is determined by his assumption
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of the action of others. 11 9 Thus, in the game the child goes
beyond the particular attitudes of specific others.

In the game,

the other is an organization of the attitudes of those engaged in
the same process or activity.

The use of the term "game stage"

is not intended to suggest that the development of the self occurs
only through the agency of game playing.

Rather, the game is a

model of organized social activity in which the ability of an
individual to function depends upon his knowledge of the complex
role relationships among the participants.
The game stage is, in a sense, the completing stage of the
self.

In time, the child finds himself in situations wherein he

must take a number of roles simultaneously.

He must respond to

the expectations of several people at the same time.

The child

can accomplish this task only by abstracting a "composit" role out
of the concrete roles of particular persons.
In the course of his associations with others through play
and games the child builds u:p a generalized other.:, a generalized
:role or perspective from which he views himself and his behavior.
Through this process the child eventually learns the generalized
attitudes of the community (group) of which he is a part.

In

effect, during the second stage in the development of the self,
the individual experiences his social group as an organized commu-..
nity of attitudes, norms, values, and goals, which regulate his
behavior and the behavior of others.

The attitudes of the group

become incorporated into the structure of the self, just as did
the attitudes of particular others.

Thus:
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• • • it is in the .form of the generalized other that the
social process influences the behavior of the ind i.viduals
involved in it • • • for it is in this form that the social
process or community enters as a determin:i.ng factor into
the individuals thinking (i.e. self) .1o
Once the role taking process is firmly underway the reflexive
character of the self is established.
internalized.

Society is, in effect,

As a consequence of th.is process we :note Mead's

familiar distinction between "I" and the "me" as constituent
elements of the self.
As a result of the internalization of the social act, the
'inner forum' comes into being. The organism rehearses
internally various types of possible social relations.
Mead denotes the internalized role of the other towards the
beginnings of a response the 'me' • • • the 'me' is the
other person's reaction, implanted within the organism
towards the initial stages of the given organism's developmental actions. It is in this manner that it is possible
for other people to influence permanently our lives. A
person who is important to us is internalized in the form
of a 'me' which modifies the course of our ongoing behavior.
The altered or adjusted response of the organism to the
imported reactions of the other is termed by Mead the 0 I'-the 'I' is the response of the organism to the attitudes of
others; the 'me' is the organized set of attitudes of
others which one himself assumes. • • • Personality is the
resultant of the interaction between the 'I' and the 'me.•11
A number of major implications for selfhood in human behavior
follow from an interactionist formulation.

First, the possession

of a self makes the individual a society in miniature.

That is,

he may engage in interaction with himself just as two or more different individuals might.

In the course of this interaction, he

can come to view himself in a new way, thereby bringing about
changes in himself.

Secondly, the ability to act toward oneself

makes possible an inner experience which need not be overtly·
expressed.

The individual by virtue of having a self is thereby

endowed with the possibility of having a mental life.
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Finally,

the individual with a self is enabled to direct and control his
behavior.

Instead of being subject to all impulses and stimuli

directly playing upon him, the individual can check, guide, and
organize his ,be:havior.
I

Interpersonal Percep_tion
The foregoing presentation delineates the nucleus of a
theoretical approach which elucidates the importance of the social
group to the develo1)ment of the self.

In fact, the self exists

only in and through interaction with others.

The social group(s)

(family, peers, etc.), in effect, define for the individual the
nature of the self; the interaction between the individual and
social group circumscribes, validates and alters the self.

As a

result of the role-taking process the individual's perception of
himself and others is concretely dependent upon continuous interaction with members of his human social group.

Hare, Borgatta,

and Bales summarize the crucial role of perception in this process:
Each of us intuitively understands the perspective of the
individual in a social situation, since it is the same perspective from which each of us views his own world • • •
consequently, we are all concerned with the accuracy of our
perception--that it f2ould report the world to us now as we
shall find it later.
(italics our's)
Thus, the perceptual processes that maintain the bond between self
and others assumes some degree of importance in understanding the
basis of social interaction.

Indeed, the self is interaction.

With respect to a theoretical clarification of these concepts,
Kinch 1 3 has systematically stated the relationship between the self

and perceptual processeso
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The formalized theory is stated simplys

the individual's self-concept emerges from social interaction and
in turn, guides and influences the behavior of that individual.
The relationship between the self and interpersonal perception
are predicated upon the following assertions1

1) the self-concept

is based on the individual's perception of the way others are
responding to him, 2) the self-concept functions to direct behavior and 3) the perception of others' responses reflect the actual
responses of these others.
The theoretical relationship between the self and perception
yields several highly useful hypothesis. 14

First, the manner in

Secondly, the

others toward him will :l.nfluence his behavior.

intentions of

which the individw1l perceives the rAsponse:::

l'.17'.:'

manner in which others respond to the individual (actual responses)
not only will affect his behavior but will also determine the way
he sees himself (self-concept).

Finally, the behavior that the

individual emits will influence the way others respond to him.
At the outset it should be said that there have been no
studies which independently or in combination totally validate all
elements of the formalized theory.

The partial support that does

exist has beerL derived from two broad sources 1

1) empiri.cal/theo-

retical research eff arts directed toward the explication of socio-·
metrjc choice processes as a function of self-concept and 2)
investigation of the perceptual basj.s of "adjustment" and its
implications for understanding pathological conditions.
Effects and Conditions of I nterpersona.l Perception.

Kuhn's

study,15 utilizing one of the now classic measures of the self

2'?
(The Twenty Statements Test),16 atteffipted to investigate the
notion that the self represents a series of attitudes or plans of
action the person holds toward himself as a social object,

That

is, the self represents the internalized responses of others which
the individual now holds toward himself,

This study suggests that

as an individual moves through the life cycle of alternative
status-role relationships (and hence a different series of
responses by others toward him), his self-conceptions change to
reflect these different social relationships,

Kuhn's study sup-

ports the i.nteractionist hypothesis that the self-concept reflects
the social relationships and activities that the individual is
currently engaged in,
Miyamoto and Dornbush 1 7 undertook a much more i.ntensive
analysis .of the self as a correlate of interpersonal perception,
These investigators isolate three key elements of the formalized
theory for analysisa

1) that self-conception is the resultant of

the responses of others in shaping self-definitions; 2) the significance of the response of the other in lhe definition cf the
self and 3) the role of the generaliz~d other (e,g, peer group)

in shaping self-definitions,
Subjects were instructed to rate their self-concept along
the dimensions of intelligence, attractiveness, and likeableness,
Having made these ratings, subjects then rated their significant
others' (collectively and individually) conception of them along
the same dimensions, and significant others made the same ratings
on the subjects,

This paradigm permits an assessment of the

/
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degree of accuracy with which subjects perceive (predict) the
nature of the other's response (self-concept ratings).

Moreover,

it permits the. investigation of the degree of congruence between
how one sees himself and how others see him.
Partial confjrmation was obtained for the hypothesis that
there is greater agreement between one's own conception of self
and one's perception or prediction of others' evaluations of them
than between one's own conception and the actual attitudes of
others'.

This finding indicates that the self-concept is largely

a function of one's own perceptual hypothesis concerning the attitudes of others toward him and does not reflect the real attitudes
of others.

Although this design permitted the investigators to

measure the extent of self-other agreement on the self-concept, no
effort was made to determine whether the others who made the
ratings were significant to the subject.
This investigation was extended and replicated by Quarantelli
and Cooper18 and again confirmation was found for the general hypothesis.

However, this study was far superior to that of either

Kuhn or Miyamoto and Dornbush for an attempt is made here to
measure the self with the same subjects over a period of time,

In

addition, role-specific significant others were asked to rate the
focal subjects on the same self-concept dimensions.

In consequence,

a more direct effort at measuring the impact of the other was
achieved since the investigators attempted to deduce the total
possible range of others that might influence the subject (e.g.
faculty, classmates, parents, wives, etc.).

This is a necessary
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inclusion, for not all others' in one's life are equally signifi·cant in moulding the self-concept.

Quara:ntelli and Cooper

observe that, over a period of time, the subjects conception of
self is more closely associated with ''how he thinks" (perception)
the other feels about him, than to how the other actually regards
him.
Taken together, these three investigations lend support to
the interactionist hypothesis concerning the existence of a relationship between the self-concept, the social group, and interpersonal perception.

Still other research, extending the paradigms

of these studies have atterr.pted to utilize the postulated relationship between the self and others19 as a predictive tool; that
is, as a source of intra-individual and/or behavioral change,
Recall that one of the major implications of the theory is that
the individual's self-concept has the function of directing or
influencing the way he will behave,

Such an emphasis is of obvious

importance, for if variations in self-conceptions could not be
used successfully to explain and predict differential conduct they
would be of limited value in the behavioral sciences,

Much of the

research cited above has not adequately dealt with this issue,
Instead, they have been concerned on]y with the validation of a
rather broad interactionist hypothesisa

that the individual's

conception of himself is based on his perception of the way
others are responding to him.

This focus lacks the systematic

specification of antecedent conditions that affect interpersonal
perception,

----.

_____

....

~
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Kinch20 expands the basic hypothesis so that variable relationships are made more explicit.
seems to be as follows&

For Kinch, the basic question

under what conditions do the perceptions

of others' responses have an effect on the individual's selfconcept?

Taking the "response" of the other as the critical

variable, he postulates that the nature of the self-concept, and
self-concept change, will be a, function ofa

1) the frequency of

responses in the course of interpersonal contacts; 2) the perceived importance of the contacts; J) the temporal proximity of
the contacts and 4) the consistency of those responses resulting
from the contacts,

These postulates take the form of four basic

hypotheses, most of which have been confirmed, to one degree or
another, in collateral research (see corresponding citations).
First, the more frequently the individual perceives others
as responding toward him in a particular way, the more likely he
is to align his self-concept with the perceived responseso21
Second, the more

~mportant

the individual perceives the contact

between himself and the others to be, the more likely it is that
the individual's perception of the responses of others will be
used in defining his self image,

Here, research indicates that

"significant others,'' are necessary but specifically who they must
be is not entirely clear. 22
himself is a function of a

Third, the individual's concept of
the earliest evaluations he receives on

a particular attribute and the most immediate evaluations,

Much

of the research concerned with the validation of this hypothesis
has utilized sociometric choice methods wherein some attempt is
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made to establish a correspondence between the self-concept and
the choice process (i.e. like and dislike choices) within group
settings.23

Self-concept is closely bound to the nature of inter-

personal choice.

Kinch states that " • • • once an lndividual

developes a conception of himself, he will interact as much as
possible with others who will reinforce this conception for him,"
and that those most immediate contacts (e.g. peers in a residential setting) "are important in understanding the individual's
self-concept at any given time."24

Finally, the more the indi-

vidual perceives a. consistent pattern in the responses of others,
the more likely he is to let this affect his self-concept.
The systematic statement of these four hypotheses, buttressed
by collateral research, only represent partial confirmation of the
interactionist theory of interpersonal perception.

They are

intended to yield a much more definitive understanding of conceptual relationships.

An equally significant area of research

rests upon the pragmatic utility of these hypothesesa

do they

account for abnorma1,25 as well as normal, aspects of human
behavior?
Pathology and Interpersonal Perception.

The perceptual

basis of pathology is derivative of the interactionist notion that
individuals act on the basis of their inferences about the probable
behavior of others toward them and that the self-concept is
mediated by how we think others feel about us,

Rosenberg illus-

trates the functional unity of this process in examining the basis
of common friendship choice:
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• • . friendship is the purest illustration of picking
one's propaganda. For it is characteristic of a friend
that not only do we like him, but he likes us. To some
extent at least, it is probable that we like him because
he likes us. Indeed, it is well nigh impossible to be
friends with someone who hates us, not oniy because we
would have no taste for such a friendship, but because he
would not allow the friendship to exist. The upshot of
friendship selection is thus to expose people to implicit
,and explicit interpersonal perceptions which reflect well
on themselves, whereas they hear much less from people
who dislike them. All friendship then, is at least to
some extent a 'mutual admiration society,' whereby each
partner helps to sustain the desired self-image of the
other. 2 6
In its most salient form the friendship process, or as we shall
refer to it, the interpersonal choice process, illustrates the
crucial importance of role-taking for validation of the self.

It

is axiomatic in interactionist theory that there are functional
relationships betweens

1) how we see ourselves; 2) how we see

others and 3) how we think others see us.

Such interrelationships

have important consequences in overt behavior and are also the
essential ingredients of interpersonal perception.

An under-

standing of pathology rests on a disturbance in these functional
relationships.

Accurate role-taking is seen as an essential pre-

condition for adequate interpersonal adjustment (absence of gross
forms of pathology).

Note that adjustment is synonymous with

adaptation, both terms referring to a process whereby one alters
the course of his behavior and/or perceptions in terms of the
demands of the social situation. 27 These social situations are
always constructed and defined interpersonally.
Stryk~r

formulated the relationship between role-taking and

adjustment as an hypothesis:

"the adjustment of the individual is
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a function of the accuracy with which he can take the role of
others implicated with him in some social situation." 2 8

Role-

taking was conceived as the anticipation of the responses of
others and operationally defined as the correct prediction of the
responses of others.

The reader should note the definitional

components of role-taking for it provides an important, though
partial explanation of the choice process within this residential
setting.
The use of this definition did permit the author, in a
subsequent study, 2 9 to specify more clearly the structural properties of role-taking.
to our study).

(Note, parenthetically, their application

Stryker describes four general propositions con-

cerning role-taking:

1) social activlties (interpersonal choice)

are embedded in a structure of roles; 2) to engage in social
activities (interpersonal choice), a person must take the role of
others (have the ability to anticipate or predict their responses);

3) a significant segment of the role of the other which one must
take consists of attitudes (choices ,of like and dislike) and 4)
ability to take the role or attitude of the other (an accurate
prediction of the others anticipated choice) is predicated upon a
common universe of discourse (a shared system of meanings).
The

ro~e-taking

accuracy model and its implications for the

adjustive functions of the individual has been directly extended
by Rosengren_ to an analysis of the self in the emotionally disturbed.JO

R9?engren's study represents one of the few serious

attempts to link an interactionist theory of the self to pathological conditions.

JlJ-

Taklng as a point of departure the postulated relationships
in self functions (how we see ourselves, how we see others, and
how we think others see us), Rosengren noted that it is necessary
to take temporal changes into account in order to demonstrate
empirically functional relationships among the self-processes.
The rational for this focus arises from Rosengren's observation
that:
• • • ideally, changes in the self would occur over a
relatively long period of time during which the individual
moves sequentially through the stages of the play, the
game, and the generalized other. Moreover, once having
developed to that stage of socialization, most persons
maintain a rather stable and continuing set of relationships among the functions of the self , , , the behavior
of persons becomes relatively stable and predictable insofar as~there is some convergence between how they see themselve~i how they see others, and how they think others see
them,
Utilizing a small group of institutionalized boys, Rosengren
demonstrated that a major disruption of role-taking functions
existed prior to treatment and were subsequently improved in the
course of treatment (temporal changes),

Initially, subjects

tended to define themselves (self-concept) dissimilar to the ways
in which they thought (predicted) others would define them.

On

sociometric ratings of liked-disliked others, both liked and disliked persons tended to impute to the subjects qualities of self
dissimilar to
to them.
dieting

tho~e

which the subject expected would be imputed

That is, the subjects were rather inaccurate in preth~

responses of these others.

The more disparate the

relationship between the way the subject saw himself and ttie way
others saw him the more severely diminished were his role-taking
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capaci ties--defined again, c:ts the ability to correctly predict
the response of the other.
The theoretical position outlined earlier combined with the
foregoing research lead us to affirm an essential thesis of our
resea.rch:

that the self-concept cannot be viewed independently

of a larger system of relationships that have played no small role
in shaping, maintaining, and changing self definitions.

We have

seen that the self-concept is inextricably woven with one's
social group, the latter composed of significant others whose
responses directed to the j_ndividual are crucial in structuring
attitudes toward the self.

Moreover, we have seen that self-

conception and social group, apart from being mutually dependent
phenomena, are also two aspects of a. larger and most significant
process called interpersonal perception.

The perceptions that one

has of himself (self-concept), of his beliefs of what others
think of him, are related in a complex, interactive, and reciprocal manner.

The direct application of this knowledge base to

the study of the peer social system at Villa Saint Rose is based
on two fundamental assumptionss

1) that the self-concept is an

important determinant of interpersonal perception and pathology
and 2) that an understanding of the responses of significant
others is a critical dimension of the interaction of self and
social group.

However, before we articulate a methodology for the

study of these phenomena it would be well to present the existing
evidence that implicates them in delinquency.

II.
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF 'I'HE SELF-CONCEPT AND RF~FERENCE
GROUP IN A GENERAL THEORY OF VELINQUF.NCY

A great deal of theoretical attention has been given to the
explanation of causal factors in delinquency,

Delinquency has

been attributed to innate characteristics, mental deficiencies,
personality maladjustments, glandular malfunctions, and physical
inadequacies.

These theories, as Cohen and Short indicate,32 rep-

resent purely psychological interpretations.

Their mairi deficien-

cy lies in advancing limited conceptual schemes; they deal with
only one level of inquiry while ignoring other levels or making
implicit assumptions about them,

By contrast, sociological expla-

nations of delinquency attribute the phenomenon to such factors as
the family, peer group, neighborhood, school, and urban conditions,
Many sociologists argue that most delinquency is culturally determined, and that the central focus of sociological investigation
should be the human social group,

As is the case with psychologi-

cal interpretations, there are no "settled" sociological issues
regarding delinquency causation.
Those psychological orientations which postulate a disturbance i.n personality function often take as a point of departure
the psychoanalytic notion of the major developmental task of
adolescence, identity resolution.

The process, normally consid-

ered a crucible of adulthood, is frequently exacerbated by the
general turmoil characteristic of contemporary social life.

Major

sources of disruption occurring within the nuclear family, the
adolescent subculture, and value systems, serve to obstruct any

simple resolution of this crucial psychological task.33
resolutions are often not forthcoming.
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In fact,

In its place we see, as

Klapp so cogently put it, ''a rebellion with no place to go"34 __
rebE~llions

that are distinguished by, if not symptomatic of, the

pervasive social malaise that runs rampant throughout the social
system.

Faulty adaptive modes of functioning thrive under these

conditions; so too are delinquent identities forged in the process.
However appealing the concept of identity resolution may be,
it is only a partial aid to understanding the abortive coping
mechanisms of the delinquent child; failure to resolve the crisis
of identity is only part of the total etiologic process.

Trends

in juvenile delinquency indicate that the phenomenon cannot be
explained simply by postulating some psychological deficit, particularly such an all-inclusive one as identity resolution,
Delinquency, as do all pathologic processes, has a dual etiologic
basis.

There are psychogenic as well as sociogenic factors

operable.35

Psychogenic factors, while including the broader

issue of identity formation, are increasingly pointing to the more
specific quality of the adolescent's self-concept as a major precipitant of delinquent adjustment,

On the other hand, sociogenic

factors implicate the adolescent's most significant reference
group (his peers), especially the needs for peer status and recognition and acceptance within the group as primary contributors to
the process.

The self-concept and reference group are, as we shall

point out, not unrelated,
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The Self-Concept and Delinquency
Evidence substantiating the general theoretical concern with
the self-concept as a determinant of delinquency adjustment has
been derived from two sources:

1) a body of empirical research

largely dominated by the pioneering work of Reckless et
2) contemporary treatment programs.

~l·

and

With respect to the former,

early research designed to explain gang delinquency inspired
:further exploration into the quality of the self-concept.

Here,

it was noted that the "culture o:f the gang"36 is such that individuals with damaged or otherwise distorted self-concepts often
find a supportive and collectively reinforcing milieu within which
attitudes toward the self can be assuaged.
Observations of this kind provided an important research
impetus for exploring the extent of association between the selfconcept and delinquent adjustment.

In this regard the work of

Reckless et al. is particularly noteworthy since it approaches
delinquency and the self-concept from a social/psychological perspective.

Delinquency is viewed as a product of the interaction

between society and the self, with the quality of the self-concept
being a key differentiating variable in the explanation of delinquency as well as non-delinquency.
Essentially the Reckless studi.es consist of four parts.

The

:first is a study o:f 125 white, sixth grade boys having been chosen
or nominated ty their teachers as unlikely to experience any court
contacts in the course of their development.37

Each of these

"good" boys was administered the delinquency proneness (DE) and the
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social responsibility (RE) scales of the California Personality
Inventory (CPI), and asked about his concept of self, his family,
and his interpersonal relations,
viewed also.

The boys' mothers were inter-

Based on the scale scores and favorable perceptions

of family the authors conclude that "insulation against delinquency is an ongoing process reflecting internalization of nondelinquent values and conformity to the expectations of significant others,"
A follow-up study38 of these "good" boys four yea.rs later
(16 years old) located 103 of the original group and found that

99 of them were still in school. Moreover, teachers nominated 95
of the 99 boys as "good" boys again.

The boys and their mothers

were once again interviewed and the boys completed the DE and RE
scales once more,

The responses on the tests were consistent with

their earlier performances:

favorable family interaction patterns

existed and only four of the re-nominated "good" boys had had any
polic~

contact.

Apparently these boys were "insulated" against

delinquency over the four year period,
A similar longitudinal study was conducted with a group of
101 "bad" boys who were nominated by their teachers as likely to
experience police and juvenile court contacts,

Testing and inter-

views were conducted in the same manner as the "good" boy procedure.
Of these 101 "bad" 12 year-old boys, 24 were already on record for
previous offenses,
istered,

Tests and interviews were once again admin-

The results were as follows,

The "bad" boy scores

were significantly higher on the DE and lower on the RE
scales than those made by the 'good' boys of the first
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study, Indeed, this mean delinquency vulnerability score
was higher than that achieved by any of the non-delinquents and non-disciplinary sample subjects treated in
other studies, Similarly, the mean social responsibility
score was lower than those recorded in other studies for
all but prisoners, delinquents and school disciplinary
cases, The:::'1e scores seem to validate the judgements of
the teachers in selecting these boys as ones who would get
into future difficulties with the law, Not only do these
scales appear to differentiate between the potentially
delinquent and non-delinquent, but even more importantly
they were found to d:i.scriminate within the sample of nominated delinquests between those boys who had not experienced previous court contact,39
A follow-up study of these "bad" boys took the same form as
the "good" boys' study, 40

Thirty-nine percent had experienced

serious and frequent court contacts.

Their mean scores on the DE

and RE Beales had not changed and were still worse than the "good"
boys' scores,

The "bad" boys, then, seem to be more vulnerable to

delinquency, and on the basis of the scale scores and the interview data, Reckless and his associates conclude that the discriminating factor is quality of "self-concept,"

The "bad" boys see

themselves (self-concept) as likely to get into trouble in the
future; their mothers and teachers agree,

The "good" boys see

themselves as unlikely to get into trouble; their mothers and
teachers agree·,
These studies are by no means conclusive evidence that a
defective self-concept causes delinquency,

The primary signif-

icance of this research lies in its attempt to interpret delinq11ency_ :from the_i!ltE;ractionist perspective which we outlined
earli~~·

~ecall

self-conc~pt ___is

that_the interactionist theory suggests that the
developed through interaction with significant

others and largely consists of the internalized responses of these

significant others,
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Behavior is a function of this self-concept.

In this regard, we note that a major assumption in the Reckless
studies is that mothers and teachers represent the significant
others in the lives of these young boys and that they incorporate
their evaluations into their self-concepts,

In a sense, the delin-

quent or non-delinquent adjustment of these poys is a "selffulfilling prophecy" to the extent that their significant others
provide them with a self-concept that is or is not dysfunctional.
The findings and assumptions underlying these studies have been
the subject of several critiques,
Swartz41 has critically examined the major assumptions contained in the Reckless studies,

Although he confirms the notion

that two such nominated groups do have different qualities of
self-concept, he questions the importance of teachers and mothers
evaluations in formulating differential self-concept of these
subjects,

This and other critiques 42 of the Reckless studies all

converge on some basic conclusions regarding the postulated association between delinquency and the self-concept:

1) there is a

certain amount of agreement between teachers and parents regarding
the likelihood of certain individual adolescents getting into
trouble, but no demonstration of an agreement between this consensus
and present
or future actual experience; 2) although
.
.
.

adolescents are aware of the judgements their elders make of them
there has been no unequivocal demonstration that they accept and
hence incorporate them as their own and 3) the latter case is true
of "good" as well as "bad" nominated individualse
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While it is true that the empirical research does not
unequivocally substantiate a self-concept theory of delinquency
there is a great deal of collateral, though less rigorous support
for this position in various institutional studieso

Findings such

as Dorn's43 indicating that institutionalized delinquents are less
likely to be socially anchored in society, more likely to be
alienated and anxious and more apt to make self-derogating statements about their self-concepts than non-delinquent adolescent's
tend to support the research focus on the self-concept.
Some authors have noted that change in self-concept often
accompanies institutional treatment, implying some initial deficit
prior to engagement in treatment,

Joplin,44 for example, argues

that since the self-concept of an individual appears to be a
contributing factor in delinquency, residential treatment programs
might be structured in the direction of improving the self-concept,
Utilizing a self-report personality inventory he notes significant
improvement of the self-concept, in terms of greater certainty and.
clarity of self-perception as a function of treatment.45
Many of the studies implicating

t~e

self-concept in the

production and treatment of delinquency, have utilized young male
populations,

There seems to be an absolute paucity of research

dealirlt? specifically with the self-concept of the female,
cour~e,

Of

there is little theoretical justification for considering

as uniq1:1e=!-y
However,

diff~r~nt

th~_

the delinquency of females vis a vis males,

position that women occupy in the general system of

human relationships does influence, to some degree, the qual-tty of

her self-concept.

l.J, 3
1
In this regard, Knopka .J. 6 summarizes some major

findings in the research dealing with the delinquent girl.
notes that:

She

1) the delinquent girl is an adolescent girl and

therefore shares all the characteristics of adolescents; 2) she
shares with all girls the problems of a deeply seated cultural
change in the.position of females and 3) she is an especially
lonely person, significantly alienated from society.

Knopka

argues that this excessive lonliness generates dysfunctional
behavior and also tends to exacerbate an already low self-image.
The most significant implication for treatment, in her view, is
that any kind of intervention must be directed toward the reorganization of the self-concept.
While the evidence is not uniformly clear, it does appear
that the quality of an adolescent's self-concept may precipitate,
or at least contribute significantly to, delinquent adjustment.
In any case, the concept has found an important source of application in the treatment of delinquents and one that we believe is
essential to the understanding of the resident and his interaction
within the institution.
Although the self-concept may indeed by associated with
delinquency it is by no means the only factor,

We noted earlier

in our introduction that one cannot understand pathological
outcomes only by reference to the personality of the individual,
Such parochial explanations serve only to contribute to simplistic
and misleading conceptualizations of a most complex phenomenon.
This complexity derives from the fact that pathological· adjust-
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ments such as delinquency involve the interaction of personality
variables within the setting of group activity.
only one side of the coin, as it were,

We have discussed

The other side recognizes,

as we pointed out in our theoretical discussion, that the selfconcept is defined and maintained through group interaction with
significant others,
The Reference Group and Delinquency
Apart from the role that personality variables (i,e, selfconcept) are presumed to play. in delinquency, there has been an
equally impressive body of research suggesting that delinquency is
a peer group phenomenon,

The history of this focus began with the

pioneering work of Clifford R, Shaw and Henry McKay4 7 whose data
taken from Chicago courts indicated a heavy predominance of delinquent incidents involving more than one youngster,

This, and

related studies emphasizing the role of the gang in delinquency,48
seemed to point to the peer group as the major single associative
factor in delinqtlency,

TM.s type of research, as Klein49 points

out, although correct in its emphrsis upon the group related
nature of delinquency, often, eonfuses peer groups with gangs,

Thj_s

ambiguity is most unfortunate because it suggests that delinquency
is only a group phenomenon and one need not make any interpretive
reference to the role of personality variables.

A more useful

approach, and one that incorporates the dual significance of the
peer group and individual personality, has been to consider the
generic importance of the reference group concept in delinquency,
As a developmental phenomenon group formation among

adoles-~
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cents is a general occurrence and is well documented 'in the literature.SO

As a generic concept it avoids the ambiguity asso-

ciated with its more spf:!cialized referent, the gang.

The term

"gang," applied to group formation, reflects an important social
class bias inasmuch as it typically refers to intimate groups in
lower-class settings.

By contrast, less stigmatic referents such

as "cliques" and "friendship circles" are applied to the same
type of group formation in middle and upper class settings.

A

less emotionally tinged term applied to group formation, irrespective of class setting, is reference groupe
Originally developed by Hyman51 the concept of reference
group has assumed at least three distinct meanings.

One common

usage designatQs that group(s) which serves as a point of
"reference" in making comparisons or contrasts.

Thus reference

groups can be represented by those groups whereby one compares
and evaluates one's own status.

A second meaning of the term

designates that group(s) to which the individual aspires to gain
or maintain acceptance,5 2
The third application of the concept, and one that theoretically "binds" the self-concept to the group, denotes those groups
whose perspectives constitute and frame the perceptions of the
individual (i.e, perceptions of self, others, and world~)53

This

perspective on the function of reference groups unites the interactionist concept of the "generalized other" with the development
of the self,

Recall that the generalized other represents the

means whereby the child learns the generalized attitudes of the
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group of which he is a part and incorporates those attitudes,
along with those of specific significant others, into the structure of his self-concept.

Reference groups then, are a "gener-

alized other" whose norms are used as anchoring points in structuring the perceptual field.

Thus, a reference group represents

any group with which a person psychologically identifies himself
or in relation to which he thinks of himself.

These groups

establish the individual's basis for ordering his experiences,
perceptions, and self-concept.

Sherif states the matter as

follows:
The individual's directive attitudes, namely egoattitudes, which define and regulate his behavior to
other persons, other groups, and to an important extent
even to himself, are formed in relation to values and norms
of his reference groups. They constitute an important
basis of his self-identity, of his sense of belongingness,
of the core of his social ties.54
Through direct or vicarious participation in a group one comes to
perceive the world :from its standpoint.

The concept of reference

group points more to a psychological phenomenon than to an objectively existing group of people; it refers to an organization of
the individual's experience; it is a structuring of his perceptual
activity.
With respect to the nature of adolescent reference groups,
composed of peers, they, like any other group are characterized
by:

1) a structure or organization of interaction among members

which function to define the statuses and roles of members in
various respects, and thereby define the proper attitudes of the
members toward each other and toward members of other groups, and
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2) a set of values or group norms shared by group members over
and above those values they have in common with others in their
setting and the society of which they are a part.

The crucial

significance of adolescent reference groups derives from the fact
that the adolescent is personally concerned with remaining a part
of it; his self-concept, his very identity, is dependent upon his
reference group which is composed of significant others in the
form of peers.

"In fact," Sherif concludes,

the individual's concerns over acceptance or rejection,
his experiences of personal achievement or failure, that
is, the directive components of his warmly experienced ego,
in no small part consists of stuff of this so_rt. 55
The adolescent's peer group then, is clearly an important
source of self and behavioral construction.56

It.assumes an even

more important position when we realize how closely bound is the
self-concept of the individual to his peer group.

The shift

towards a more intense identification with peers during adolescence provides the basis for understanding some crucial dimensions
of delinquency.
At a psychological level of analysis the relationship between
the individual and the peer group links the problem of group
membership to the process of reformation that must take place in
the individual's self-concept if he is to transcend his status of
child and move forward into adulthood.

The ease of this transition

is closely related to whether or not the adolescent gains the
acceptance of his peers.

To appreciate the singular importance of

these peer relationships the intensive interview study of delinquent girls j_s helpful.57

Repeatedly her report shows the painful
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uncertainty of not being securely anchored in a social context,
the almost desperate search for "companionship," the feeling of
closeness to others "in -the same boat" and the defiance of official
rulings not to associate with them, for no other reason than that
"one has to have someone."
This orientation illustrates the impossibility of understanding delinquency in terms of either the self-concept or the
peer group if we continue to consider them as separate and unrelated.

Because the peer group acquires positive value tn the eyes

of the adolescent, he 5-s resistant to restrictions as well as
positive actions by adults that interfere with or prevent the
pursuit of satisfaction he finds in the peer group.

Indeed,

the intensity of the adolescent's identification with his
-particular reference group of other adolescents • • •
increases perhaps proportionately to the shakiness of his
ties with adults and their sponsored programs and institutions .58
This fact explains the observation of many treatment staff invalved in residential facilities that even when compliance with a
therapeutic residential program is required, the residents remain
relatively impervious as they pursue the relationships and plans
generated within the peer group--relationships that are "real" to
them because their identities and conceptions of self are linked
to their peer group through the process of interpersonal perception and collective interaction.
The evidence implicating the self-concept and peer group as
crucial and reciprocal factors in adolescence and delinquency
clearly illustrates the need for research into the residential
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social.system:
• • • the occurrence of delinquent deeds frequently is
associated with the processes of groups and with collective interaction. In order to understand these events,
groups and collective processes must be studied relative
to the settings in which they occur and in which members
have developed •
• • • practical attempts to 'rechannel' groups without
reference to the limitations of their immediate settings
or to public images of fast success will run into
obstacles.59
To reiterate an earlier contention:

we cannot understand the

basis for pathology nor can we hope to treat it, without reference
to personality as well as group factors.

With respect to resi-

dential treatment we can amplify this assertion and maintain that
at all times the personality of the individual is manifest through,
and affected by, group interaction, interaction which:

1) often

functions to maintain a delinquent culture within the institution
and effectively deflect the best treatment intervention; 2) is
potentially useful in organizing constructive change through selfconcept modification and 3) is predicated upon the processes of
interpersonal perception wherein the responses of significant
others are crucial in shaping self-concepts.

Until we understand

the dynamics of these processes, treatment programs must necessarily
remain little more than custodial in nature.

The remainder of this

paper is devoted to a more thorough understanding of the selfconcept and interpersonal perception as they are manifest through
interaction within the residential group at Villa Saint Rose.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Our proposed research intervention within this institutional
setting reflects a methodology designed to explore the directive
focus of this papers

the resident's self-concept as it becomes

manifest in group interaction through interpersonal perception.
As an exploratory intervention, our primary intent was to increase
the understanding of the phenomenon and hopefully provide a f ounda t ion for more precise future research.

In doing so, we artic-

ulated three interrelated levels of methodological interv.entions
1) assessment of the self-concept profiles of the total residential
population; ancillary foci include an assessment of the ideal
self-concepts and the degree of self rejection among the residents;

2) an exploration of interpersonal perception based on certain
sociometric choice procedures and 3) an analysis of the impact
that the resident's self-concept has upon the various aspects of
interpersonal perception,
I.

MEASUREMENT OF '1'HE SELF ... CONCEPT

The essential thrust of the interactionist theory of person··
ality is that an individual has a "self" and that this self is
constructed largely by the responses and attitudes of others.
Measurement of the self-concept within our methodological framework is not directly

conce~ned

with the validation of this postu-

late.
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That is, we have not chosen or designed a measuring device

explicitly purporting to determine which, and to what extent,
responses of others have been internalized and hence form an
enduring part of the resident's self-concept.

However we assume:

1) the crucial importance of understanding the self-concept within
this framework and 2) maintain that data derived from any measuring
device can be interpreted to reflect this position.

More impor-

tantly, we are primarily concerned with an objective assessment of
self-concept as it characterizes this residential population in
this institution.

In doing so, we have utilized a rigorous quan-

titative instrument known as the Interpersonal Check List (ICL),
The ICL was developed by a team of psychologists at the
Kaiser Foundation Hospital in Oakland, California, for clinical
and research purposes,1

The major underlying assumption influ-

encing the const:ruction of this inventory, and one that is consistent with the focus of this paper, is that personality is an
interpersonal phenomenon.

The interpersonal nature of the inven-

tory derives from the fact that one can rate his perception of
his own and/or other individual personalities and others can rate
their perception of the individual's personality.
The ICL contains 128 descriptive adjectives or short phrases
about qualities of personality (see Appendix A).

These items are

designed to measure sixteen variables of personality centering
around two major axes:
hostility.

dominance-passiveness and friendliness-

In addition to the major axes, all sixteen variables

of personality are arranged on a circular continuum so that the
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correlation between any two is a decreasing function of their
separation on the perimeter of the circle.

The computational

basis of the instrument rests on intensity scores of the major
~

axes.

We have, therefore, interpreted all scores in terms of

these two axes.
Figure 1 depicts the organizational scheme within which all
scores derived from the ICI1 (self and ideal) are statistically
defined.
Dominant

Friendly

Hostile

7

5
Passive

Figure 1. Summary point diagnosis of self and ideal
self concepts by descriptive octant
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The reader should note first that the circle is divided vertically
into a dominance axis (dominance-passiveness) and horizontally
into a friendliness axis (friendliness-hostility).

Each axis is

calibrated by intensity, the intersection of both axis (50) representing the mean of a normative, non-psychiatrically ill population.

The small circle intersects both axes at one standard devi-

ation; the circle is further divided into eight octants which are
designated numerjcally and correspond to a descriptive diagnostic
label.

The first term of the label refers to an adaptive or

moderate personality trait while the second designates a malada.ptive or extreme personality trait.

Thus, managerial is a

moderate diagnosis for octant one while autocratic is an extreme
diagnosis for the same octant.
An octant diagnosis depends upon the intensity scores of
both axes and is arrived at in the following manner.

Performance

on each of the self and ideal self-concept questionaires is determined by tabulating the number of check marks for each of the
eight rows of descriptive adjectives and phrases of the ICL.

This

data is converted, by formula, into a raw score a.nd converted
again, by ICL norms, into a standard score.

These standard scores

represent the intensity values of both axes and permit comparisons
between scores,

Standard scores (intensity scores) are calculated

for both self and ideal questionaires and yield two scores for
each:

an intensity score for the dominance axis and one for the

friendly axis.

The intersection of these two points is referred

to as a summary point.

The octant that this summary point falls
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in represents the diagnosis for either the self or ideal concept.
Raw scores, standard scores, and octant diagnosis by summary point
for the entire population are located in Appendix

c.

As an example of this process ref er to Appendix C and locate
the standard scores for subject Ai on both self and ideal performances.

For the self-concept we obtain dominance and friendliness

standard scores of forty and forty-five respectively.

For the

ideal self-concept we obtain dominance and friendliness scores of
sixty-four and fifty-five respectively.

The summary points desig-

nating the intersection of these scores is presented in Figure 1
and are labeled "S" (self-concept) and "I" (ideal self-concept).
The summary point for S falls within the inner circle and also
within octant five.

We conclude that this individual's self-

concept falls within the normal range and can be described as
exhibiting a modest and adaptive personality trait.
By contrast, the summary point for I falls in octant one.
Since this score falls outside the range of the normative inner
circie we conclude that her ideal self-concept is extreme or
autocratic.

Note here that the operational definition of self

rejection is the degree of discrepancy between S and I.

That is,

to the extent that the subject wants to be other than she is, she
rejects herself.

Discrepancy indices have been caluulated for

all possible S-I combinations on this diagnostic 'circle.
Similarly, they have been calculated for our entire population.
We will not discuss the computational basis of these discrepancy
indices here.

Suffice it to say that if the difference between
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S and I exceed a discrepancy score of forty-four the subject is
considered to exhibit significant levels of self rejection.

The

amounts and kind of self rejection have been tabulated for each
subject and are also listed in Appendix

c.

To return to our

example, we note that subject At rejects herself to a considerable
degree (91) and devalues her own passivity; that is, her dominance
score is plus eighty-nine indicating that she desires to be more
dominant than she is.
The ICL is a uniquely flexible device.

Because any given

octant score is a function of the summary point axes scores, the
researcher need not confine his analysis to octant diagnosis.
When engaged in large scale research with this instrument it is
frequently desirable to combine descriptive octants or simply
discard them altogether and refer only to the axes scores.

In

most of our presentation we have used a variant of the two alternatives and simply eliminated reference to octant diagnosis.

In-

stead we use the four remaining quadrants that directly refer to
the two major axes (see Figure 2).

This is a simple refinement.

Instead of interpreting the summary point by its octant location
we now interpret it by the quadrant it falls in.

Four self-concept

types emerge which simply reflect a summary point by quadrants
1) dominant and hostile; 2) passive and hostile; 3) passive and
friendly and 4) dominant and friendly.

This modification in no way

affects the computation or validity of the data; it simply reduces
its

~escriptive

complexity from eight octants to four quadrants.

Thus, our subject's self-concept no longer receives a diagnosis of

Hostile
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Figure 2. Summary point diagnosis of self and ideal
self-concepts by major axes and descriptive quadrant
"modest;" she is instead passive and hostile.

Similarly, she wants

to be dominant and friendly as compared to autocratic.
The instrument provides an extensive compilation of performance norms for psychiatrically ill and non-psychiatrically ill
(i.e. normals) populations.
compared with these norms.

Any score.derived from the ICL can be
However, these norms are based on

adult, male and female populations and comparison of our adolescent
sample is immediately subject to cautious generalization.

We

noted this difficulty early in the study and, at the invitation of
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the Kaiser Foundation, wrote to them specifically requesting performance norms for this adolescent population.

We have not

received a reply from them and can only assume that there are no
norms available for this population.

Any performance comparisons,

therefore, are made with reference to existing adult norms.
Apart from the extensive compilation of performance norms
contained in the ICL, which demonstrate that the inventory can
discriminate types of self-concept among various populations,
collateral research2 has provided validation for the assertion
that the ICL does, indeed, measure two principle dimensions (axes)
of self-concept.

These dimensions have been successfully applied

in the exploration of the role that the self-concept plays in
mental illness, family interaction, and various perceptual processes .3
Beyond its documented utility as a research device, the ICL
is also used for clinical assessment of the individual case,

This

is the manner in which the instrument has been used at Villa Saint
Rose.

We hope to extend and concretize its use by administering

the device to the entire population; norms thereby derived should
provide important data by which other incoming residents can be
evaluated.
The use of the ICL in this study is limited to the accumulation of two types of datas

1) the dominance and friendliness

intensity scores of the self and ideal self concepts of the
residents and 2) the extent of discrepancy between the self and
ideal self expressed in degrees of self rejection.

Thus we have

obtained important information regarding:
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how each girl perceives

herself (self-concept), how she would like to perceive herself
(ideal self) and the degree to which she is dissatisfied w:ith her
perception of self (self rejection).

II.

INTERPERSONAL PERCEPTION

Because we established earller the crucial importance of tht;!
"response of others" in shaping, maintaining, and changing the
I

self-concept, we approached the exploration of the dynamics of
interpersonal perception within the peer group through an analysis
of the residents like and dislike choices distributed therein.
Whether or not an adolescent is liked or disliked (the "response"
of significant others) by her contemporaries is an important consideration since we know that their self-concepts are anchored
within the peer group and depends upon her acceptance or rejection
by these significant others.

We assume that the same phenomenon

exists within an institutional setting and :is, in fact, much more
intense since peer interaction is an unavoidable and indeed a
requisite consequence of institutional existence.

Any thoughtful

observer of institutional processes can cite innumerable instances
where acceptance or rejection by others, real or imagined, contributes significantly to the emotional fluxation of the resident,:
Rejection and isolation within a structured setting can drastically
increase anxiety levels and thereby impede integration within the
peer group,

Precisely how the self-concept of the individual is

influenced by this process is a significant question.
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As an exploratory design then, this study considers it
crucial to understand, not only the self-concept profiles of the
residents but also the nature of the interpersonal choice process
in which they are engaged.

We approach this second analytic task

through a conceptual scheme known as "relational analysis" and a
paridigm for organizing interpersonal choice data called "sociometric matrix analysis."
Relational Analysis
Tagiuri 4 has noted that an understanding of interpersonal
relationships depends upon the availability of information regarding two of its aspects:

1) the nature of the affective response

(like and dislike choices given) of each person to the other and
2) the perception that each person has of the other persons
response toward him.

The analysis of any interpersonal relation-

ship must consider these two components.

Relational analysis

represents a method of el:iciting individual responses toward each
other and collecting data on both the affective and perceptual
components of the interpersonal relationship.
The Affective Component.

Standard sociometric choice proce-

dures provide simultaneously two types of data about any member of
a group:

1) information about his affective response to others

(whether he likes or dislikes them) and 2) information about
others' affective response to him (whether others like or dislike

.

him),

Utilizing this paridigm to understand the interpersonal

response system within this institution we asked each resident of
Villa Saint Rose to designate (choose) those others whom she liked

and disliked (see Appendix D).
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No limitations were placed on the

number of such choices that the girl could nake; she could choose
as many or as few as she desired.

Frequency data reflecting the

number of like and dislike choices given and received by each
resident was obtained :i.n this manner.

We conceived this data to

represent the actual social situation of each girl insofar as it
reflects the objective reality of who gives and receives varying
numbers of choices at the time of testing.
The Perceptual Component.

In addition to giving her affec-

tive response to others, each girl was asked to "guess" or
"predict" which others would choose her as either liked or disliked (see Appendix E).

Again no limitation was placed on the

number of predictions a girl could make and frequency data was
tabulated in the same manner as above.

This data reflects the

perceived social situation of the residents.

That is, the number

of guesses or predictions reflects the individuals perception of
her actual social situation.

What she perceives to be her actual

soc:i.al situation may diverge quite markedly from the existent
reality.

This, in fact, is the case and will be demonstrated

quite clearly in the next chapter.
Sociometric Matrix Analysis
Throughout this study we were confronted with the collection
and organization of prodigious amounts of quantitative data.

This

was particularly problematic with respect to the data derived from
relational analysis.

The combined components of the choice process

required a tabulation of some 3200 choices, not including the
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..'lecessi ty of discriminating between them and differentiating like
from dislike choices.
These difficulties made it essential that we construct a
data collection scheme that could intelligently organize large
amounts of frequency data.

This task was

acco~plished

through the

use of two sociometric matrixes,5 one for data obtained :from the
actual social situation and the other for the perceived social
situation of the girls.

Both matrixes are structurally identical

though the data are quite different (see Appendixes F and G).
Each matrix requires that all girls be listed once as
choosers (subjects) down the side of the page and again across the
top of the page as chosen (objects).
the girls names are not used.

The reader will note that

Instead a simple coding procedure

was used where each girl received an alphabetical letter designating her group (A

= Sister

Elizabeth, B

= Sister

Grace and

C = Sister Monica) and a numeral designating her coded identity.·
This scheme resulted in the construction of two matrixes wherein
frequency data could be tabulated and inspected visually for both
components of the choice process.

In effect the use of the socio·-

metric matrix permitted us to order a potentially chaotic array
of data and reduce both components of the choice process to two
unified matrixes.

III.

INTERPERSONAL PERCEPTION AS A FUNCTION
m, SELF-CONCEPT

Although performance data on both the personality inventory
and the interpersonal choice process were analyzed separately, the
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major task of this paper was to demonstrate, if possible, that the
self-concept of the resident does affect the choice process and
accounts for discrepancies between the two components of that
process.
Using the two major axes of the ICL we found that four
descriptive "types" of self-concept characterize the residential
group.

Girls saw themselves as either:

1) dominant and friendly;

2) dominant and hostile; J) passive and friendly and 4) passive
and hostile.

These self-concept types were first correlated with

the two components of the choice process separately.

That is, we

attempted to determine how closely a girl's self-concept is associ-ated with her actual social situation and her perceived social
situation.
Finally, and most importantly, the four self-concept types
were applied in the interpretation of differences between the
actual and perceived social situation.

A major contribution of

this study lies in demonstrating that disparities exist between
these two components of the choice process--disparities that may
be conceived as pathological and which can be viewed as a product
of the type of self-concept that an individual manifests.
In all instances, examination of the various aspects of the
choice process were correlated with length of stay.

We felt that

this one factor may predict the nature of the choice process
equally or better than the self-concept profiles.

IV.
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ADMINISTRATION OF THE DATA GATHERING

INSTRUMENTS
In one sitting, the entire residential population of Villa
Saint Rose was administered a four part collection of instruments:
1) an ICL describing

thei~

self-concepts, 2) and ICL describing

their ideal self-concepts, 3) a check list requesting the designation of like and dislike choices and 4) a check list requesting
the designation of perceived like and dislike choices (the respective questionaires are located in Appendixes A, B, D and E).
Teachers administered the instruments in small groups and performed
a most important function in clarifying and reiterating instructions.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS
Before discussing the findings, it would be well to note that
apart from the data obtained through the use of the ICL and interpersonal choice questionaires, we did not consider other potential
sources of information to be of significant value in our study.
Immediate limitati-0ns were imposed on collateral data because of
the nature of our exploratory design.
primary concerns in this study weres

To recapitulate briefly, our
1) to assess the nature of

the self-concept and degree of self-rejection in this residential
population; 2) to explore the nature of interpersonal perception as
manifest by certain sociometric choice processes and 3) to determine
the extent to which types of self-concept could predict or distinguish between certain aspects of interpersonal perception.

The

accumulation and analysis of this data was indeed a ponderous task
and one which precluded inclusion of other variables.

The only

additional variable that was utilized, and one that we strongly
suspected would affect both the self-concept profiles and the processes of interpersonal perception, was the length of time a girl
had been in residence.

Although the average length of stay was

5.6

months, there was considerable variation about this mean (standard
deviation (S.D.)

4.05 months). In most of the analyses to follow

then, length of stay was considered to be a significant variable.
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All of the data to be discussed below is based on information
gathered :from the entire residential population at the time of
testing (N

=

40).

We had anticipated a larger test population;
,

however, a rash of runaway's occurred immediately prior to testing.
Ages of these girls ranged from 11-1-.2 to 17 .9 years; with a mean age
of 15.9 years (S.D. 1.06 years).
I.

SELF-CONCEPT', IDEAL SELF AND DEGREE OF
SELF-REJECTION

Summary points (refer to Chapter III) were calculated for both
the self and ideal self-concepts of each of the forty girls in residence and then averaged to yield a mean performance score.

In this

manner we derived a measure of the "typical" self and ideal selfconcept of girls engaged in residential treatment at Villa Saint
Rose.
Figure 3 indicates that the typical self-concept profile tends
to be somewhat passive and hostile while the ideal self tends to be
more dominant and friendly (we shall return to the significance of
this discrepancy shortly).

Note immediately that these summary

points locate either within or closely to the inner circle.

As we

indicated in the previous chapter, the inner circle represents the
normative performance limits for a non-psychiatrically ill, adult
population.

Since our residential sample is not equivalent (age

difference) for comparative purposes we must excercis·e a degree of
caution in generalizing from our data.

We cannot conclude, for

example, that these institutionalized adolescent girls exhibit nonpathological self or ideal self-concepts nor can we conclude that

Hostile
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Figure 3, Mean summary point profiles of the residential
population by self and ideal self-concepts,
they are essentially normal,

We can conclude, however, that these

self and ideal self profiles are representative of this adolescent
female population engaged in treatment at this institution,
These limitations notwithstanding, we can now consider the
pragmatic implications of this data,
ally, from these girls?

What can we expect, behavior-

Shostrom1 has developed a quite unique

modification of the diagnostic circle and included the behavioral
correlates of the self and ideal self-concepts,

Figure 4 graphi-

cally illustrates the major "manipulative" orientations that
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Figure 4, Manipulative orientations by four diagnostic types
of self and ideal self-concepts,
coincide with the passive/hostile self-concept and the dominant/
friendly ideal self-concept.
Those girls who designate themselves as passive and hostile
types assume a primary manipulative posture that reflects, ostensibly, sensi..tive and dependent behavior,

To the extent that a girl

exaggerates her sensitivity she may routinely enact the role of
"The Weakling" in most interpersonal relationships.

Her passivity

may invite control and victimization by more dominant and aggressive
peers.

The weakling is known to all; she may mask her frail and
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impotent self-concept by enacting a nrlmber of dramatic scripts
including "The Worrier," "The Giver-Upper," "The Confused One" and
"The Withdrawer."

By contrast, the passive and hostile girl who

exploits and exaggerates her own dependency may act as if she wants
to be led, fooled, or taken care of.
do her work for her.

She will typically let others

Others may perceive her enactment of the

dramatic role as "The Parasite," "The Crier," "The Perpetual Child,"
"The Attention Demander," and "The Helpless One."
The typical girl in Villa Saint Rose considers her ideal self
to be the polar opposite of her passive and hostile self-conception.
She also idealizes a manipulative orientation toward the world and
others.

She may want to exaggerate what little strength and control

she possesses and perhaps lead, advise, give, and sympathize more
with others.

If taken to extremes, her idealization of control may

be reflected in the enacted role of the "calculator;" she may
appear, at times, to be "The Seducer," "The Con-Artist," or "The
Blackmailer."

Her idealization of strength may also be excessive

in which case she appears to others to be "dictatorial."

She

might attempt to dominate, order, and generally do anything that
would control others.

She may be known to others as "The Boss"

and "Junior God."
The foregoing discussion was merely intended to be a descriptive formulation of the typical self and ideal self-concept as
measured within this population.
in these terms.

Not all girls could be described

This is particularly true with respect to the

distribution of self-concept types.

Table I indicates that there
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TABLE I
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF SELF AND IDEAL
SELF-CONCEPTS BY FOUR
DIAGNOSTIC TYPES

8

Dominant
Hostile

9

Dominant
Friendly

N

Diagnostic
Types

10

Passive
Friendly

13

Passive
Hostile

Total

40

SELF

%
22.5
20
32.5

25\
100

HJ EAL

%

N

80

32
6
1
1

40

15

2.5
2.5
100

was much more variability in self-concept types than there was in
the ideal type that these girls designated.

While the modal self-

concept type locates in the passive and hostile quadrant, note that
almost 7Cf/o of the population defined their self-concepts by either
one of the other three diagnostic quadrants.

By contrast, fully

BO}b of this population designated a fairly standard ideal type as

dominant and friendly.

Stated somewhat differently, regardless of

the variation in self-concept most of these girls adopt an ideal
self that is rather ridgidly defined (i.e. as dominant and friendly).
To want to conform to this normative ideal is "O.K."

There are,

however, some personal consequences assumed, if one's self-concept
varies significantly from the idealized norm:

the girl rejects
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herself.
Self-rejection is operationally defined as the discrepancy
between the self and ideal self-concepts.

Analysis of individual

discrepancies reveals that at least 6afo of these girls reject themselves.

Table 2 indicates that the amount of self-rejection is
TABLE II
MEAN SELF-REJECTION SCORE BY FOUR TYPES OF
SELF-CONCEP'r WITH COMPUTED
T VALUES

T Tests

I

Passive
Hostile

I

Passive
Friendly

I

Dominant
Hostile

33.11

I

Dominant
r,
,
Friendly

Mean*

I

Self
Concept

48.47
72.2
90.30

S,D,
17.82
47.56
26.02
16.88

N

9

D- H
.926

-

8

p - F
3.776b
1.328

-

10

-

p - H
7.64a
2.89b
2.02c

13

*More than 44 defines high levels of self-rejection

P less than ,05

c,

P less than ,01

b,

P less than .001

a.

related to the type of self-concept that a girl manifests.

Those

who perceived themselves to be passive and friendly and passive and
hostile exhibit significantly higher indices of self-rejection than
either of the two other self-concept types.

Girls who see them-
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selves as passive and hostile dislike their self-concepts the most;
girls who see themselves as dominant and friendly reject themselves the least and in fact accept themselves.
What do the self-rejectors dislike about themselves?

Indepen-

dent calculations of the kind of self-rejection manifested by these
girls, reveal that in virtually all cases they devalue their own
passivity; they would like to become much more dominant and less
dependent than they now are.
Since we define self-rejection by degree of discrepancy
between self and ideal self-concepts the normative ideal of the
population (i.e. dominant and friendly) becomes the reference point
by which one judges herself.

To the extent that a girl's self-

concept fails to approximate the ideal norm we may expect to find
increasine levels of self-rejection and the direction of desired
change will be toward the actualization of the normative ideal
Now, the significant questions to be raised regarding the
causal basis of self-rejection are twofold.

On one level the

hypothesis could be advanced that high levels of self-rejection
reflect defective elements of the self-concept and represent an
extra-institutional phenomenon.

Since we know, within our theoret-

ical framework, that one's self-concept is the resultant of the
responses of significant others, we might assume that high level
self-rejectors were predisposed to have formed "rejecting" selfconcepts prior to engagement in residential treatment.
perspective, the fact that

Bo%

From this

of the population exhibit a

standard~·

ized ideal may simply indicate that the ideal is a cultural stereo-
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I

type which all girls inculcate and carry into the institutional
setting.

Simply stated, this view suggests that the ideal self is

not defective but self-concepts are, and that Villa Saint Rose
has, through referral, "obtained" some of the more defective ones.
The foregoing assumes that we have tapped real and defective
self-concepts (high self-rejectors) and that the etiological basis
lies outside the milieu of the residential setting.

However, an

equally plausible interpretation of self-rejection suggests that
the milieu creates the problem.

The fact that

80%

of these girls

idealize the virtues of dominance and friendliness may be less of
an indication of the existence of a cultural stereotype than it is
of an institutional stereotype; that is, an intra-institutional
set of expectations, developed by peers and staff, with respect
to "how one should be."

If, indeed, such a set of normative

expectations did exist within the residential milieu then one's
self-concept would reflect the responses of significant others
within the institution (i.e. staff and peers).

The high self-

rejectors may not be intrinsically self-rejecting but may develop
these attitudes toward the self as they engage in focused, intense
interaction with significant institutional others.
These are

sp~culative

hypotheses and we have no conclusive

evidence substantiating or refuting either of them.

They should

sensitize us to the possibility that the milieu in which these
girls are treated may have a significant impact upon whether or
not a girl comes to accept or reject herself.
Although we do not know the probable basis for the differ-
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ential types of self and ideal self-concepts nor the levels of
self-rejection within this population, we do have some evidence
that as a girl progresses through residential treatment changes
occur in these variables.

Table 3 gives the correlations between
TABLE III

PRODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATIONS BETWEgN
LENGTH OF STAY AND THE MAJOR
AXES OF SELF AND IDEAL
SELF-CONCEPTS

Axis

SELF

.09

Friendly

.11+

Dominance

IDEAL

.03
-.18

length of institutional stay and the two major axis of the self
and ideal self-concepts.

These correlations are all very low and

not statistically significant.

However, one should note the

direction of two of these correlations (Self-Dominance and IdealFriendly).

Girls who have been in residence comparatively longer

than others tend to exhibit an increase (Dominance +.14) in the
intensity of the dominance dimension on self-concept.

Older girls

see themselves as less passive and more assertive than girls who
have been in residence shorter periods of time.

While some

changes occur in the self, older girls also change aspects of their
ideal self (Friendly~ -,18).

The longer a girl stays in residence

the less she idealizes a self-concept that is friendly,
girls seem to want to become more hostile,

These

One possible inter-

pretation of these two correlations is based upon the phenomenon

of group assimilation.
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Newly admitted, the girl may see herself

as a passive, helpless creature, confronted by a large, and
formidable group of strange peers.

As a function of time

(assimilation) the new girl gains confidence in the assertive
capacity of the self (elevated dominance correlation), forms
friendship bonds, and does not feel compelled to play out the
passive dependent role in order to minimize conflict.

At the

same time, the older girl may realize that assimilation into the
group had been a hard won battle; a battle in which it may "pay"
to idealize a more hostile and less friendly self.
While the length of residential stay may also change some
dimensions of the self and ideal self-concepts of these girls, it
may also exercise some effect at decreasing levels of selfrejection.

We obtained a correlation of -.12 between length of

stay and degree of self-rejection.

Although not significant we

should again note the direction of change.

There is a tendency

towards increased levels of self acceptance as a girl increases
her stay at Villa Saint Rose.

II.

INTERPERSONAL PERCEPTION

Population Performance
Some of the findings presented above are only of peripheral
interest in this study.

Our first task was to explore the extent

to which we could distinguish between different types of selfconcept within this residential setting.

Data regarding the ideal
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self-concept and level of self-rejection were collated and interpreted within a framework that permitted a more precise understanding of a given self-concept profile.

Again, our data indicates

that four types of self-concept profiles characterize this adoles-

c~rtain

if possible, that

The major task of this study was to demonstrate,

cent population.

aspects of interpersonal perception could

be explained by reference to this typology.

Before presenting

evidence indicating that this was indeed possible, we will examine
the response system of the total residential population regarding
interpersonal perception.
Recall that we defined interpersonal perception (refer_ to
Chapter III) to be the resultant of two related processes&

1) how

an individual feels about others and 2) how an individual perceives
others feeling about her.

The first dimension (affective choices

given) was measured by asking each girl to designate whom she liked
and disliked, while the second dimension (affective choices perceived as given by others) required her to guess or predict which
others would.say they liked or disliked her.
Table 4 de_p_icts the total performance on both of these dimensions by considering tbe number of like and dislike choices given
and PE?rceiye9- _as giyen.
the forty_

g_i:r:~s

Our calculations indicate that if each of

_in_ resid~nce at the time of testing had some

de:fini~E?fee:L.i!lg_ (p<?~t:tiye _or negative). for every other girl in

residence,
then
total of 1,560 choices given would
-.. .
..
- - a . population
.... ···-·
-·.
'

result.

~~is.p9tept~al

total would suggest that each girl was

"linked" to every other girl by some type of affective bond.

Kind
of
Affect
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TABLE IV
NUMBER OF AFFECTIVE CHOICES GIVEN AND PERCEIVED
AS GIVEN BY THE RESIDENTIAL POPULATION
IN RESPONSE TO TWO SOCIOMETRIC
QUESTIONS a

N

Number of ~hoices
Given
Mean
S.D.

%

Number of Ch~ices
Perceived
Mean
S.D.
%

N

1560

-

-

100

1560

521

-

-

24.3

380

None

4.8

7.1

18.3

285

Dislike

5.9

22.4

57.4

895

Like

Total

-

-

33.4

6.6

7.

17.9

280

48.7

759

100

19.

7.8

-

Maximum number of choices assumes each of forty (40) girls
liking or disliking each of the other thirty-nine (39)
girls (40 x 39 • 1560)

b,

Questions: Who do you like and dislike?
likes and dislikes you?

a,

Who do you think

Similarly, if every girl had some notion of how every other girl
felt about her (perception) the same total of 1,560 choices or
predictions would result.

The total 1,560 then, provided a

convenient baseline from which the actual number of choices given
and perceived as given could be compared.
With respect to the number of choices given we note that
7']'/o of the total possible number of choices were actually distrib-

uted,

This total indicates that, on the average, each girl had

some definite feeling for approximately thirty of the other
thirty-nine girls in residence (combined mean like and dislike
responses).

Although these girls do not say they like or dislike

everyone there is a good deal of definite feeling expressed
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=

affective choices given are positive (like

A preponderance of the

toward a large segment of the population.

57.4%)

indicating

that these girls are not inclined to dislike many other girls
(dislike

=

18.3%).

Population performance regarding the girls predictiorn:; of
others feelings for them were very similar to the findings above.
These girls "see" a good deal of affect, both positive and
negative being given to them by other girls.

While they cer-

tainly cannot predict how everyone feels about them, they are
capable of making a rather high number of predictions (66.6% of
total).

Each girl, on the average, was able to predict the

positive or negative feelings of approximately twenty-six other
girls and most of this perceived affect was positive (like =

48.7%).
Interpretations of these findings revolve around two
cental areas:

1) the quantity of affective response and 2) the

quality of affective response.

With respect to the quantity of

affective choices given note that the two sociometric questions
from which the data were derived did not require the girls to
designate any specific number of choices.

We wanted to assess

the spontaneous, existing distribution of affect and realized
that most of the girls would not have definite feelings for
others nor be able to predict totally the feelings of others
toward them.

Our instructions notwithstanding, these girls still

expressed rather high quantities of affective choices given and
perceived a.s given.

Furthermore, these quantities were not
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confined to choices made in the living group of the individual
girl.

One might logically expect these girls to be more certain

about their affective feelings for others and anticipate with
more certainty how others felt about them (i.e their "predictions") if these others were more intimately implicated with
them in daily interaction; that is, if these others were members
of the girls' living group.

Independent calculations assessing

the extent to which the quantity of choices were dependent on
the girls' living group indicate that this simply was not the
case.

On the average, only

25%i

of a girls' total affective

choices given were directed toward members of her living group.
A slightly greater, though still relatively low percentage

(40%)

of the perceived choices given, were confined to a girls own
living group.
These findings lead us to conclude that the large quantities
of choices emitted on both dimensions of interpersonal perception
are not primarily a result of a girls interaction within her own
living group.

Rather, we must conclude that interaction within

the residential setting is sufficiently diffuse to permit a wide
range of affective bonding (choices given) and the development of
perceptual knowledge regarding the feelings of a great many
others.

If we assume the crucial importance of peer interaction

as both a potential facilitator and/or inhibitor of treatment,
and take our data as an index of that interaction, then it would
seem that a girls living group exerts only partial control over
the total range of her interactional possibilities.

A great
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deal of interaction occurs beyond the rather artificial boundaries of the "living group."
The quality of interpersonal relationships within the
residential setting is also reflected in our data.

The compara-

tively large numbers of positive affect (like choices) given and
perceived as given indicate a certain degree of cohesiveness
within the residential unit.

By and large the residential

population is optimistic toward relationships.
data, most girls seem to be saying:

Translating our

"I like many girls here

(choices given) and believe (perceived choices given) that they
also like me."
Although our data does not explain the rather positive
orientation in interpersonal perception, we suspect that it may
be a function of two interrelated factors.

First, the world of

the average adolescent is constructed in a Pollyanna like

~anner;

she tends to minimize rather than maximize individual differences
and hence solidify a position of acceptance within her peer
group of "significant others" whose positive regard she values.
Secondly, the nature of institutionalization may serve to intensify the expression as well as perception of positive affect in
interpersonal relationships.

Minimizing interpersonal conflict

within a residential setting is a unique adjustive mechanism for
many girls.

"Acceptance" and "rejection," already significant

symbols around which the average adolescent predicates self
esteem, become ever more important when:

1) her peer group of

significant others is not self determined but instead consist of
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a group of strangers and 2) the structure of a confined institutional setting requires rather intense, focused modes of interaction.

It would be a rare breed of adolescent who, when placed

in a structured group setting, could tolerate the isolation that
must necessarily follow if she dislikes many others nor could
she "feel" accepted if her perceptual hypothesis conceived others
as disliking her to any great degree.

The girls have a "vested

interest," as it were, in developing and maintaining relatively
conflict free relationships.
The Self-Concept and Interpersonal Perception
The foregoing analysis yields a descriptive presentation of
data resulting from the total population response to two sociometric choice questions.

Here we noted certain residential

trends in both the quantity and quality of affective choices
given to others and perceived as given by others as they were
distributed throughout the interactional network of the residential setting.
Some information accumulated on the nature of the choice
process was neglected in this broad level of analysis.

In effect

we considered only the aggregate of individual responses directed
to the group (i.e. who do you like-dislike?) and did not consider
the groups response to the individual (i.e. number of choices
received).

This omission was actually an artifact of the choice

process since the total number of choices given will equal the
number received if we confine analysis to the population perse.
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We will not discuss this point further, except to indicate that
when we begin to analyze individual choices given and received no
such equality exists; some girls give out more choices than they
receive and others receive more than they give.

The individual

variations are "masked" in a population analysis.
These differences became even more apparent by ordering
individuals by our four self-concept types and attempting to
determine whether or not self-concept has any discernable effect
on the two dimensions of the choice process.

Recall that earlier

(Chapter III) we characterized the choices given and received,
and perceived as given and received as the "Actual Social
Situation" and "Perceived Social Situation" respectivelyo

We use

this same paridigm in determining whether or not the nature or
type of a girls self-concept determines her performance in interpersonal perception.
With respect to the actual social situation of the girls we
define this dimension to be the number of:

1) like choices

given; 2) dislike choices given; 3) like choices received and 4)
dislike choices received.

That is to say, the number of other

girls that are liked and disliked by the individual and the numbe1·
of like and dislike choices received from others by the same
individual is a measure of her performance and position relative
to the existing (actual) affective network of relationships within
the residential group.
Does the self-concept of a girl affect her actual social
situation as herein defined?

Table 5 depicts the average number

TABLE V

Number of Choices Received

MEAN NUMBER OF AFFECTIVE CHOICES GIVEN AND
RECEIVED BY TYPE OF SELF-CONCEPT
Number of Choices Given

.11

ean

5,27

6.27

S.D.

6.90

10.63

5.11

Mean

5.19

4.28

4.74

3.75

S.D.

20.69

24.20

22.13

22.89

Mean

6.47

6.57

10.37

3.68

S .D.

8.23

5.80

7.25

7.33

3.14

4.02

5,67

5.07

Dislike
Mean
S.D.

Like

.88
5.94
6.54

Dislike

.80
6,61

Like

.85

(X)
\.()
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of affective choices given and received by girls with four types
of self-concept.

As an example of interpretation consider the

performance indices of the dominant-friendly types.

Girls with

this type of self-concept say they like, on the average, twentythree other girls and dislike five.

These same girls are liked

(choices received), on the average, by twenty-two girls and
disliked by seven.
The focus of interest here, concerns the significance of
the mean differences among each of the four aspects of the choice
process by self-concept type.

Table 6 considers the significance

of these mean differences as a function of the girls self-concept.
Number of Like Choices Given.

While the dominant and

friendly types appear to say that they like more girls

(23.11)

than any of the other three self-concept types, this difference
is not statistically significant.

It would seem that, regardless

of self-concept, most girls are similar·in the degree to which
they distribute their positive affective choices.
Number of Dislike Choices Given.

The girls with dominant-

hostile self-concepts say they dislike approximately twice as
many more girls
types,

(10,63) than either of the three self-concept

This difference is statistically significant.

Each of

the three other self-concept types distribute considerably less
negative affect in their interpersonal environment than do the
dominant and hostile types,

It is interesting to note here that

the relatively higher number of dislike choiqes given by these
girls extends their total range of distributed affect,

That is,

TABLE VI

Number of Choices Received

ES OF _MEAN DIFFERENCES AMONG AFFECTIVE CHOICES GIVEN AND
RECEIVED BY TYPES OF SELF-CONCEPT

Number of Choices Given

0.11

o.43

T

NS

NS

NS

p

1.76

0.70

0.96

2.68

T

p<,10

p<,10

NS

NS

P<,02

p

1.28

0,39

0.51

0.92

0.53

0.20

T

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

N-S

p

1.64

0.51

o.64

0.52

0.35

o.64

T

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

p

Dislike

o.44
NS
1.81

NS

Like

0.34
NS

c.18

Dislike

0.01
NS

Like

0,35

f->.

'°
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although they tend to dislike many more girls than most of their
peers, they do not like any less (like given= 21.88).

We would,

therefore, caution against an interpretation of the relatively
higher indices of dislike choices as an indication that the
dominant and hostile girl "alienates" others.

It may very well

be, given the higher gross affect distr5.buted (combined like and
dislike choices) that these girls participate in interaction much
more intensely than others and are more discriminating with
respect to whom they give their "allegiance."
Number of Like Choices Received.

The number of choices

received may be taken as an index of the quantity and quality of
the peer groups reaction (response) to a given individual.

All

self-concept types receive about the same quantity of "positive
regard" (like choices) from their peer group of significant
others.

Although Table 5 seems to suggest that the passive-

friendly girl is liked more (24.20) and the passive-hostile girl
liked less than others (20.69), none of these differences are
statistically significant.
Number of Dislike Choices Received.

Again, it appears that

the passive-friendly and passive-hostile girl receives respectively
less and more dislike responses from others than do other selfconcept types.
cant.

These differences are not statistically signifi-

However, despite the failure to obtain significant differ-

ences here, two trends in group response seem noteworthy.
First, the passive and friendly girl appears to be generally more liked and less disliked than any of the other three

self-concept groups.
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Secondly, the passive and hostile girl is

liked by fewer and disliked by more girls than any other group,
It would seem then, that these two self-concept types invite an
entirely different set of reactions from the residential population,

The passive and friendly girl seems to evoke a compar-

atively more positive reaction (high number of like received and
low number of dislike received) from her peers than does the
passive and hostile girl, who tends to evoke the most intense
negative reaction (low number of like received and high number
of dislike received).
If we assume (as the interactionist theory of the self
clearly does) that the nature of one's self-concept affects, and
is affected by, the responses of others then it may well prove
crucial to explore the basis for the residential group's differential evaluation of these two self-conce1>t types.

Our data

does not provide anything except a superficial and speculative
interpretation of these findings,

However, more extensive

research with these two self-concept types may indicate that they
do in fact polarize group affect toward them (i.e. positive and
negative) and either limit or facilitate their integration
within the residential community.
We have seen that the nature of a girl's self-concept does
exert a partial influence over certain aspects of their actual
social situationo

The second component of interpersonal percep-

tion explores the girl's perceptions of her actual social
situation.

We defined the "Perceived Social Situation" to be:
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1) the number of like choices perceived (i.e. "predicted") from
others; 2) the number of dislike choices perceived from others;

3) the number of perceptions of like received and 4) the number of
perceptions of dislike received (see Table 7, Footnote b for
explanation of the meaning of numbers 3 and

4).

The addition of

the perceptual component is a necessary adjunct to the complex
processes of interpersonal perception, for the reality (actual
social situation) of a girls interpersonal relationships may be
at variance with her perceptions of that reality.

We will

examine the significance of this discrepancy shortly.

First we

will proceed with an analysis of the four aspects of the perceived social situation as they are determined by self-concept
type.
Does the nature of a girl's self-concept influence her
perceptions of peer response or the groups perception of her
response?

Table 7 depicts the average m1mber of perceived choices

given and received by four types of self-concept.

As an example

of interpretation consider the performance indices of the
passive-hostile girl,

On the average, these girls perceive

sixteen other girls liking them and six others disliking them.
On the average, eighteen other girls perceive the passive and
hostile girl as liking them while six others perceive the passive
and hostile girl as disliking them.

In effect, the number of

perceived choices received by each self-concept type reflects
peer predictions of what they believe the actual response of the
girl will be.

Again, the focus of analysis lies in determining

TABLE VII

Number of Choices Receivedb

MEAN NUMBER OF AFFECTIVE CHOICES PERCEIVED AS GIVEN
AND RECEIVED BY TYPE OF SELF-CONCEPT
Number of Choices Givena

Mean

6.62

S.D.

10.00

3.66

Mean

6.39

6.32

3.35

S.D.

18.53

19.00

18.25

19.22

Mean

5.39

6.09

5.59

4.54.

S .D.

6.69

6.20

6.87

7.44

Mean

2.49

3.55

1.72

3.43

S.D.

Dislike

2.11
8.46
7.60
6.67

Like

0.75
9.67
6.92

Dislike

7.00

6.65

Like

6.84

o the number of the individual's predictions of others positive or negative
her.

o the number of predictions received and represents others prediction's of
k another will respond.

'°
V\
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the significance of the mean differences among each of the four
aspects of the perceptual choice process by type of self-concept.
Table 8 considers the significance of these differences as a
function of self-concept type.
Number of Perceived Like Choices Given.

Table 7 suggests

that there was a great deal of variance in the number of perceptions of others a given self-concept type designated as liking
them.

It appears, for example, that the dominant and friendly

girls perceive much more posi.tive regard in their immediate network of peer relationships than any other of the remaining selfconcept types.

The passive and hostile girls, by contrast, "see"

comparatively little affection directed toward them by others
(perceived like given
groups.

=

16.84) relative to the other self-concept

However, only two mean differences are statistically

significant.

We can conclude, with some degree of statistical

reliability, that those girls who view themselves as dominant and
friendly see much more affection in their residential environment
than do the passive and hostile types, who see significantly less.
The trend toward lower number of perceived like choices among the
two "passive" groups should be noted.

These findings suggest

that the nature of a girl's self-concept is related to the perceptual hypothesis she forms regarding others positive feelings for
her.
Number of Perceived Dislike Choices Given.

All girls, by

self-concept type, appear to vary considerably in the extent to
which they perceive negative affect in their residential milieu.

TABLE VIII

T VALUES OF MEAN DIFFERENCES AMONG AFFECTIVE CHOICES
PERCEIVED AS GIVEN AND RECEIVED BY
TYPES OF SELF-CONCEPT
Number of Choices Given

1.84

1.33

0.37

T

NS

P-:::.10

NS

NS

p

1.05

0.80

1.32

1.65

2.63

T

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

P<:.02

p

0.20

0.11

0.27

0.31

0.09

o.4o

T

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

p

0.39

0,18

0.29

o.47

0.77

o.43

T

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

p

Number of Choices Received
Like
Dislike

o.86
NS

0.25

Dislike

1.20
NS

Like

0.05

~

'°

However, not all the mean differences are significant.
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The

dominant and hostile girl perceives significantly more negative
affect (perceived dislike given ;:::: 10.00) being directed to them
by others than do the dominant and friendly types, who see significantly less (perceived dislike given=

J.66).

It is interesting

to note again the relatively higher dislike indices for the
dominant and hostile girl.

We saw earlier that these girls also

tended to say they disliked more girls than any of the other
three self-concept types.

The same caution also applies to the

interpretation of their performance on the perceptual component
as was the case earlier.

We might, for example, hastily conclude

that the dominant and hostile girl is ,predisposed to "see" only
the negative reaction of her peers.
case.

Again, this is simply not the

While it is true that the dominant and hostile girl tends

to perceive more negative affect than other self-concept types
she does not, concurrently, perceive less positive affect.

The

net affect of their performance on the perceptual dimension is to
extend, more than other girls, the total range of their perceptions.

Whether or not the dominant and hostile types perceptions

are "reality based'' ( i. e e are an accurate perception of others
feelings) will be considered shortly.

For the moment, simply

note that these girls are more inclined to state, evidently with
some degree of confidence, who they believe does or does not like
them.
Number of Perceived Like and Dislike Choices Received.

The

nature of a girls' self-concept does not appear to bear any signif-
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icant relationship to how the group predicts another will
respond.

Regardless of self-concept, most girls receive between

eighteen and nineteen predictions of a like response from the
residential group.

That is, most girls are "thought of" as

liking between eighteen and nineteen other girls irrespective of
whether or not they in fact do.

Similarly, most girls are

thought of as disliking between six and seven other girls in the
residential community irrespective of whether or not they in fact
do.
In a further attempt to understand the basis of interpersonal perception within this residential population we did
not confine our analysis to self-concept types.

Each of the

four aspects of interpersonal choice on both components of
interpersonal perception were correlated with length of time a
girl had been in residence.
Table 9 yields the correlation coefficients derived from
TABLE IX
PRODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATIONS BETWEEN LENGTH OF
INSTITUTIONAL STAY AND TWO COMPONENTS
OF INTERPERSONAL PERCEPTION
Component of
Interpersonal
·' Perqe.J.itian

Like Choices
Given

.24

Perceived
Social
Situation

-.26

Actual
Social
Situation

Received

Dislike Choices
Given

.25

Received

.14

.19

.04

.23

.07
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the measured relationship between length of stay and the number
of like and dislike choices, given and received, on both the
actual and perceptual components of interpersonal perception.
Note first that all correlations are low and not statiscally significant.

However, we should be cognizant of the

general direction of the correlated :relationship which seems to
indicate some important differences between the younger and
older girls in residence.
With respect to the actual system of interpersonal relationships, the longer a girl is in the treatment program the
·less she is inclined to like others (r
inclined to dislike others (r ~

= -.26)

and more she is

+.19). At the same time, the

"older girl" tends to experience an increase in the degree to
which she is both liked (r =
others.

+.25) and disliked (r = +.14) by

We would suggest a common sense interpretation of these

general trends based on solidification of a power base within
the residential community.

We see an increased reliance on a

few significant interpersonal relationships which suggest a
general tendency towards clique formation as a function of length
of stay.

The simultaneous increase in both like and dislike

choices received would seem to indicate a polarization of group
response to the older girl.
There is also a general tendency for the length of stay to
exert a partial effect on a girl's perceptions of her actual
social situation.
her (r

=

The older girl perceives more girls liking

+.24) than does the girl who has been in residence a

comparatively shorter period of time.
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At the same time the older

girl tends to be seen as more friendly (r = +,23) by her peers
who predict that she will like them.

Length of stay seems to

have absolutely no measurable impact upon a girls perceptions of
the number of girls who dislikes her (r

=

+,04) nor the number of

girls who predict that a given girl will dislike them more than
others (r

=

+.07).

Pathological Implications of Certain Self-Concept Types
We have, until·now, omitted reference to the discrepancy
between a girl's actual social situation and her perception of
that social situation.

Although each of these components are

intimately, and reciprocally related to the process ·of interpersonal perception, we have considered them as separate
dimensions for purposes of intensive analysis.

Each of these

two components has been analyzed as a function of self-concept,
Now, however, we will relate the self-concept types to the degree
of discrepancy between these two components.
Recall that one major application of the interactionist
theory of the self is its utility in articulating the relationship
between interpersonal perception and pathology,

We noted earlier

that this most significant relationship was subsumed under the
"accurate role-taking model" wherein the ability to accurately
predict the response of significant others is deemed crucial to
the adequate adjustment of the individual.

Our data provides a

unique opportunity to explore the degree of pathology charac-
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teristic of this residential population and is predicated upon
the accuracy of role-taking functions of the individual girl.
More importantly, our utilization of an objectively scored
personality inventory has permitted us to relate the degree of
pathology to self-concept type.
Since accurate role-taking has been operationally defined
as the "successful prediction of another's response" we utilize
two sources of information already reflected in our data:

1) the

number of peers that an individual girl perceives or "predicts"
will respond to her in a given way (i.e. like or dislikes her)
and 2) the number of girls who actually respond to her (choices
received) in the predicted manner.

The larger the discrepancy

between (1) and (2) the more severely impaired are the accurate
role-taking functions of the girl, and by definition, the more
pathology exists.
Table 10 yeilds data which tests the role-taking accuracy
of the -residential population and relates the discrepancy
indices to the type of self-concept that an individual girl
manifests.

A large segment of the residential population, with

the exception of the dominant and friendly girls, are comparatively inaccurate in predicting the amount of positive affect
(like choices received) being directed toward them.

The nature

of the role-taking inaccuracy clearly lies in the direction of
underestimating the positive regard that others feel for them.
This deficit is significantly pronounced in the passive-friendly
and passive-hostile groups who exhibit marked, and we would say

Like Choices
Number
Number
Predicted vs Received

17.00

PassiveFriendly

20.75

DominantHostile

22.11

DominantFriendly

~
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TABLE X
ROLE-TAKING ACCURACY: MEAN DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE
PREDICTED AND ACTUAL NUMBER OF AFFECTIVE
RESPONSES RECEIVED FROM OTHERS
BY TYPE OF SELF-CONCEPT
Type of
SelfConcept

16.84

PassiveHostile
a

22.89
22.13
24.20a
20.6~

T value of mean difference exceeds

Dislike Choices
Number
Number
Predicted vs Received
3.66
10.00
7.60
6.92

7.33a
7.25
5.80
8.23

.05

severe, impairment in their role taking capacities.

Considered

together, these two groups comprised almost 6Cffo of the residential population at the time of testing.
In contrast to the misperception of positive affect, most
of the residential population is rather accurate in predicting
the amount of negative affect (dislike choices received) directed
toward them by the larger residential group.

Only the dominant

and friendly group exhibit any impairment in role-taking accuracy,
and this group accounts for less than 25% of the residential
population.

These girls underestimate the amount of negative

affect that others direct toward them.

Let us examine more

closely the extent of perceptual deficits reflected by the four
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self-concept types.
Dominant and Friendly Girls.

These girls would says

believe that I am well liked and rarely disliked."

"I

The dominant

and friendly girl estimates quite accurately the amount of positive regard directed toward them.

These same girls are grossly

inaccurate in estimating the negative affect being directed
toward them.

They accurately predict less than 5a'/o of the total

amount of the dislike choices that they in fact receive from
others.

For some reason, these girls appear to be "selectively

sensitive" to others feelings for them.

They either misperceive

and.or simply deny the negative aspects of their interpersonal
relationships with their peers.

To speculate therapeutically,

we note that modification of behavior and attitudes depends on
the ability to attend to positive as well as negative feedback
systems.

If this is indeed the case, we might logically expect

the dominant and friendly girl to be most resistant to therapeutic intervention, particularly if that intervention carries with
it any implication that another dislikes or otherwise finds her
behavior and/or attitudes to be offensive.
Dominant and Hostile Girls.

These girls would seem to say

that "I believe I am well liked by others and also know that I
am disliked a great dea.1."

Statistically, our data indicates no

significant impairment in role-taking function.

Our earlier

findings indicating that these girls give out more dislike
choices and perceive more dislike in their residential environment takes on a different kind of significance when we consider

their comparatively accurate performance in role-taking.
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That is

to say, regardless of the amount of negative affect given and
received by these girls, they are the most "reality oriented" of
the entire population.

They "know" they do not like others and

also "know" that others do not like them.
if any, perceptual distortion.

They exhibit little,

Although we have no evidence to

support or deny this hypothesis, it may well be that the dominant
and hostile girl is the most responsive to therapeutic intervention.

Their apparently greater accuracy and, by implication,

sensitivity to the responses of others may correspond to a well
developed ability to evaluate the total range of external. stimuli
imp.inging upon them.

Contrary to what one might expect from the

diagnostic label, "dominant and hostile," these girls may exhibit
the most well-developed ego functions of the entire population.
In any case, as defined by the criteria of our accurate roletaking model, the dominant and hostile girl exhibits minimal
pathological adjustment.
Passive and Friendly and Passive and Hostile Girls.

Each

of these two self-concept types reveal an identical impairment
in the nature and quality of role-taking impairment.

These girls

seem to be saying, "I believe that (relative to the other two
self-concept types) I am not well liked by others and am perhaps
somewhat more disliked than many of my peers.''

These girls

exhibit grossly impaired role-taking functions which are diametrically opposed to those of their dominant and friendly peers.
These girls underestimate, to a significant degree, the positive

feelings of others which are directed toward them.
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The passive

and friendly girl typically fails to perceive 3a;& of the existing
positive feelings of others.

The passive and hostile girl,

although slightly more perceptive, still fails to perceive almost

2a/o of the existing positive feelings of others. In contrast to
their relatively poor performance in predicting the positive
feelings of others, both of these self-concept types accurately
(no significant differences) perceives the amount of negative
affect being directed toward them.

The expectation for therapeu-

tic change might be directly opposite that expected for the
dominant and friendly girl.

Where these latter self-concept

types appeared hyposensitive to the negative reactions of others,
the passive-friendly and passive-hostile types are hyposensitive
to the positive reactions of others.

These girls, might be

expected to routinely distort the intentions of others and
forever accumulate "evidence" that validates their life script:
"I am basically no good; how could anyone care for me."

Basic

trust issues are likely to become severe impediments to any
successful therapeutic relationship.

These girls may in fact

present the best therapeutic prognosis if intervention could
successfully redirect their perceptual proclivity to underestimate their own self worth.
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CHAPTER NOTES

1. Everett Lo Shostrom, Man, the Manipulator (New York, 1967),
see Chapter II,

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS
Four different self and ideal self-concept types were
found to characterize the adolescent female population at Villa
Saint Rose.
eithers

Girls described these two personality variables as

1) dominant and friendly; 2) dominant and hostile;. 3)

passive and friendly or 4) passive and hostile.

Of these four

descriptive types the most frequently designated self-concept
of the population was passive and hostile; the most frequently
designated ideal self-concept was dominant and friendly.
The distribution of self-concept types was much more
variable than the distribution of ideal self-concept types.
Fully 8Cf}6 of the residential population described their ideal
as dominant and friendly while less than 25% described their
self-concept in the same way.
Self-rejection was found to be related to the degree to
which the self-concept diverged. from the normative ideal of the
dominant and friendly typology.

Utilizing this criterion, more

than 6Cf}6 of the residential population rejected or dislike
themselves.

The majority of individual girls who reject them-

~

selves described their self-concepts as either passive and
friendly or passive and hostile.
Self-concepts, ideal self-concepts, and degree of self-
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rejection were not significantly related to the length of time a.
girl had 1ieen in residence.

However, some trer.ds indicating

change in the self system as a function of time were noted.

The

most important of these trer.ds, in our view, was the relatively
lower indices of self-rejection characteriz.ing girls who had
been in residence for some time.

If one of the therapeutic

values in residential treatment lies in the resolution of conflict within the individual's self system then there would seem
to be some partial support that this resolution does occur in
some cases.
Beyond these material findings regarding the personality
system of the residents, a number of implications for treatment
utilization of this data also emerged.

First, and perhaps most

importantly, we have succeeded, at least tena.tively, in delineating four different and unique self-concept types within this
residential setting.

This fact leads us to conclude that the

Interpersonal Check List is a sufficiently sensitive measuring
device to warrant its continued use in this setting.

What is

most urgently needed in future research with this instrument is
a more thorough demonstration of its predictive capacity than we
have accomplished in this exploratory study.

We perceive this

task as one of primarily correlating observed therapeutic success
and failure with certain defined self-concept types.

If a more

precise criterion of success and failure could be defined and
related to these four self-concept types, we could envision such
data being utilized tos

1) screen at intake those girls who

-:-
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were defined to be poor and good therapeutic ris:ks in this
program and 2) either reject the poorer risks or structure
different strategic interventive tactics to deal with them.
Secondly, through the use of the Interpersonal Check List
we were able to uncover the existence of a standard normative
ideal (dominant and friendly) that characterizes this residential
population.

Whether this ideal is a developmental and hence pre-

institutional phenomenon or actually reflective of a set of
intra-institutional expectations remains a crucial and immediate
research question.

In order to answer this question a much more

rigorous testing procedure must be designed that would measure
ICL performance prior to contact with this agency and once again
during residence.
Finally, the fact that this study uncovered measurable
levels of self-rejection in a substantial segment of the residential population should not escape critical examination by
treatment staff.

Those engaged in residential treatment of

delinquent youth are frequently required to attend to and deal
with the symptomatic behavior that initially brought these
children into contact with the judicial and correctional systems.
Runaway, theft, drug use, promiscuity, impulsivity, etc. are all
examples of the socially unacceptable

be~avior

which the resi-

1

dential system is charged with treating.
are the

def~ctive

self systems of these

Less apparent, it seems,
childr~n

which, in our

study, are manifest as a conflict between what she is (selfconcept) and what she would like to become (ideal self).

Is
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residential treatment no less charged with the therapeutic task
of resolving the internal struggle as well as changine dysfunctional behavior?
Our data on self-rejection would require an even more
urgent consideration by treatment staff if it could be demonstrated that a _non-institutionalized sample did not exhibit the
same levels of self-rejection.

We would suggest that future

research with this personality inventory be at least partially
directed towards the measurement of a non-institutionalized
control group regarding level of self-rejection as well as performance on self and ideal self-concepts.
We consider the above data to reflect a significant step
forward in understanding the personality systems of the residents
at Villa Saint RosE;.

We also found that this personality system,

specifically the self-concept, exercises some selective influence
over certain aspects of the girls interpersonal peer relationships within this setting.

Each of the four self-concept types

was assessed for its impact in determining aspects of the girls
"actual" system of interpersonal relationships and their "perception" of the same system of relationships.

We include a

summary of the significant findings in this area.
Girls who describe themselves as dominant and friendly do
not differ significantly from their peers in terms of the number
of girls they actually like and dislike or tI:ie number_ of girls
who actually like and dislike them.

They do, however, tend to

perceive more girls liking them than most of their peers do.
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If the residential peer group is designated as the significant. environment of the individual girl then it seems clear
that the dominant and friendly girl is somehow perceptually
inclined to view this er.vironment as more positi.ve, conflict
free, and nurturing than most of her peers.

The important point

to note a.bout the dominant and friendly girl is that the nature
of her perceptual processes is such that they will only permit
· a selective a.nd biased a.sseE,sment of her i.mmediate environment.
She will typically correctly assess the a.mount of positive
feeling that exists for her in this environment but fails to
correctly assess the amount of negative feeling that also exists
for her.

They underestimate the amount, of hostility that their

peers direct toward them.
The dominant and friendly girl either genuinely fails to
"see" the negative elerr.ents of her interpersonal wor1d or if she
does see them, chooses to deny their existence.

Specifically

what, if any, adjustment problems this perceptual selectivity
engenders is not clear.

We suggest, however, that adequate

personal and interpersonal adjustment depends on a functional
feedback system that is characterized by the awareness of the
positive as well as the :r..egative elements of a relationship.
Resistance to therapeutic change may be related to the dj_sruption
of this feedback system.
The passive and friendly and passive and hostile girl are
uniquely differentiated from their r·eers in that they tend to
polarize the a.c-t:.ual response of the peer group toward them,

In
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ger.eral, the passive and friendly girl is liked more and disliked
less wb.ile the passive and hostile girl is disliked more and
liked less.
These self-concept types share two identical impairments in
their self systems.

First, of the four self-concept types, the

above two are the only ones which manifest severe levels of selfrejection.

Secondly, they exM.bi t identical· modes of perceptual

distortion in their interpersonal relatior.ships.

In both cases,

these girls selectively attend to the negative feeling in their
peer environment, accurately perceive this, but altogether fail
to accurately perceive the existing amount of positive feeling
that also is directed toward them.,

In contrast to their dominant

and friendly peers who underestimate the negative feelings of
others, these girls underestimate the positive feelings of
others.
In our estimation, the crHical finding here parallels that
for the d.omi.nant and friendly girl.

Their feedback systems are

also distorted by perceptual. processes that screer. out the
positive aspects of their environment.

Furthermore, we believe

that the identical impairment in perceptual functioning and the
concomittant high levels of self-rejection are not unrelated.
Specifically how these two factors are related remains a significant question for future research,

Is it the fact that these

girls see only the negative reality of their interpersonal world
that leads to self-rejection or is it the fact that they reject
themselves that leads to the perceptual distortion?
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The dominant and hostile girl differs significantly from
the other three

self-conce~t

types in terms of both her actual

and perceived system of interpersonal relationships.

These girls

direct more hostility towards their peer environment and perceive more hostility being directed toward them than most other
girls,

In contrast to each of the other three self-concept types

who exhibit some perceptual distortion, the dominant and hostile
girl is most accurate in assessing the amount of both positive
and negative feeling existing for her,

By the criterion of

accurate role-taking capacity, these girls are better adjusted
personally and interpersonally than most of her peers are,

While

it is true that the dominant and hostile girl directs and perceives more hostility in her residential environment the net
effect of this process is to extend, to a greater degree than
others, the total range of interaction with others.
These findings compel us to challenge any superficial
interpretation of a girl's adjustment potential, if that interpretation is based on a biased reaction to a diagnostic labeling
of her self-concept.

For example "dominant" and "hostile"

connotes a sense of power bordering on sadism, impulsiveness,
and a ruthless orientation to interpersonal relationships.
woul~

We

hypothesize however, that the expression of hostility

towards others is a functional concomittant of interpersonal
adjustment if (as is true of the dominant and hostile types)
there is not also a simultaneous decrease in the expression of
positive feelings for others.

That the dominant and hostile girl
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is able to develop a more extensive system of peer relationships
(both positive and negative) and accurately assess them may be
an indication that this self-concept type is the most functional
one of them all.
Apart from the specific future research inquiries suggested
thus far, our major recommendation for additional research is
primarily concerned with valid2.ting the efficiency of the
Interpersonal Check List,

For purposes of analysis this explor-

atory study assumed the reliability and validity of this instrument,

We suggest, that the continued use of the Interpersonal

Check List be supported by a much more rigorous reliability and
validity study than we have undertaken here,
The primary focus of a future study would require the
following:

1) administration of the instrument to a non-

institutionalized control group as well as a residential sample;

2) administration of the instrument to girls prior to placement
and 3) re-testing at two month intervals for the duration of a
girls stay,

This design would answer several crucial questions.

First, do girls involved. in residential treatment differ significantly from a non-institutionalized "normal" group with respect
to performance on the instrument?

Secondly, do measurements of

self, ideal self, and self-rejection represent relatively stable
components of a girl's self system or are they merely situationally
determined and subject to wide variation over time?

Third, can

we reliably compare every newly admitted girls' performance to
an established norm?

In this last case, in order to establish a
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comparison system we need many more measures of diff'erent girls
than we have gathered.

If the Interpersonal Check List is to

have any capacity for prediction then each of these questions
must be addressed.

\
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-__
__

__
-__
__

---__

__
__
-__

easily embarrassed
lacks self-confidence
easily led
modest

resents being bossed
skeptical
hard to impress
touchy and easily hurt

hardboiled when necessary
stern but fair
irritable
straightforward & direct

self-confident
self- reliant & assertive
businesslike
likes to compete with others

often admired
respected by othen
good leader
likes responsibility

-----

-----

-----

-----

dependent
wants to be led
lets others make decisions
easily fooled

- - self-punishi~
- - shy
- - passive & unaggressive
- - meek

-----

too easily influenced by friends
will confide in anyone
fond of everyone
likes everybody

bitter
complaining
jealous
slow to forgive a wrong

impatient with others' mistakes
self-seeking
outspoken
often unfriendly

boastful
proud & self-satisfied
thinks only of himself
shrewd & calculating

always giving advice
acts bossy
bossy
dominating

SELF· CONCEPT

__
__
__
__
often helped by others
very respectful to authority
accepts advice readily
trusting & eager to please
-----

forgives anything··
over-sympathetic
generous to a fault
over-protective of others

LIST:

__
__
__
__
always pleasant & agreeable
wants everyone to like him
sociable & neighborly
warm

-----

CHECK
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__
__
__
__
kind & reassuring
tender & soft-hearted
enjoys taking care of others
gives freely of self

OURSELF

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

too lenient with others
tries to comfort everyone
too willing to give to others
spoils people with kindness

wants everyone's love
agrees with everyone
friendly all the time
!o\';;s everybody

hardly ever talks back
clinging vine
likes to be taken care of
will believe anyone

timid
always ashamed of self
obeys too willingly
spineless

resentful
rebels against everything
stubborn
distrusts everybody

sarcastic
cruel & unkind
frequently angry
hard-hearted

somewhat snobbish
egotistical & conceited
selfish
cold & unfeeling

tries to be too successful
expects everyone to admire him
manages others
dictatorial

LIST:

B
SELF·CONCEPT

always giving advice
acts bossy
bossy
dominating

IDEAL
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CH~CK

often admired
respected by others
good leader
likes responsibility
boastful
proud & self-satisfied
thinks only of himself
shrewd & calculating

BE

self-confident
self-reliant & assertive
businesslike
likes to compete with others
impatient with others' mistakes
self-seeking
outspoken
often unfriendly

LIKE TO

hardboiled when necessary
stern but fair
irritable
straightforward & direct
bitter
complaining
jealous
slow to forgive a wrong

WAY· YOU WOULD

PER~ONAL

E

resents being bossed
skeptical
hard to impress
touchy and easily hurt
self-punishing
shy
·
passive & unaggressive
meek

dependent
wants to be led
lets others make decisions
easily fooled

easily embarrassed
lacks self-confidence
easily led
modest
often helped by others
very respectful to authority
accepts advice readily
trusting & eager to please

too easily influenced by friends
will confide in anyone
fond of everyone
likes everybody
forgives anything
over-sympathetic
generous to a fault
over-protective of others

always pleasant & agreeable
wants everyone to like him
sociable & neighborly
warm
kind & reassuring
tender & soft-hearted
enjoys taking care of others
gives freely of self

tries to be too successful
expects everyone to admire him
manages others
dictatorial
somewhat snobbish
egotistical & conceited
selfish
cold & unfeeling
sarcastic
cruel & unkind
frequently angry
hard-hearted
resentful rebels against everything
stubborn
distrusts everybody
timid
always ashamed of self
obeys too willingly
spineless
hardly ever talks back
clinging vine
likes to be taken care of
will believe anyone
wants everyone's love
agrees with everyone
friendly all the time
loves everybody
too lenient with others
tries to comfort everyone
too-willing to give to others
spoils people with kindness
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APPENDIX D
A SOGTJMETRIC CHOICE QUESTIO~AIRE FOR THE AFFECTIVE
COMPONENT OF INTERPERSONAL PERCEPrION
Here is a list of all the girls at Villa Saint Rose today.*
Each girl is listed under the living group to which she is
assigned. Beginning with your living group, look over each name
listed on this page. Which of these girls do you like or dislike?
Please mark b if you like the girl and ;Q if you dislike her in the
space provided to the left of the girl's name. If you do not know
the girl well enough or are unsure of your feelings for her leave
the name blank. You may name as many like or dislike choices as
you wish.

- - B10

_ _ A10

_B9

- · A9

_Bg

._ _ AS

_ _ B7

_A7

_ _ B6

_ _ A6

_ _ B5

_ _ A5

_ _ B4

_ _ A4

_ _ B3

_ _ A3

_ _ B2

_ _ A2

_ _ B1

_ _ A1

Sr. Grace

· Sr. Elizabeth

Sr. Monica
- - C1
- - c2
- - C3
- - C4
- - · C5
- - c6
- - C7
- - Cg
_c9

- - C15

- - B15

- - . C14

- - B14

- - C13

- - B13

. - - C12

- - B12

-·C10
- - . C11

- - B11

*The names of these girls have been omitted as a matter of
confidentiality.

APPENDIX E
A SOCTJMETRIC CHOICE QUESTIONAIRE FOR THE PEHC;EPTUAL
COMPONENT OF INTERP:B..11SONAL PEHCEPTION
Here is the same list of girl~.* Please mark, in exactly
the same way, all those girls w.hom you think like or dislike you.
This means that you are to " GUESS " or predi.ct which of these
girls will say how they feel about you. Please mark 1 if you
think the girl likes you and Q if you think the girl dislikes you
in the space provided to the left of the girl's name. If you do
not know the girl well enough or are unsure of her feelings for
you, leave the name blank. You may make fJ,S may guesses as you wish.
Sr. Elizabeth
_ _ A1

Sr. Grace

- - · C14

--:. C12

- - B12
- - B13
- - B14

- - C11

- - B11

- - C10

- - B10

_ _ A10

_ _ B9

_ _ A9

_ _ B7
_ _ Bg

_ _ A7
_ _ Ag

_ _ B5
_ _ B6

_ _ A5
_ _ A6

---__
__

_A3
_ _ A4

_ _ A2

B1
B2
B3
B4

Sr. Monica

- - C15

- · - B15

- - - C1
- - C2
-

c3

-~ C4

- · - C5

' c,-

--

0

_C7
_ _ Cg
- - C9

- - . C13

*The ·names of these girls have been omitted as a matter of
confidentiality.
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APPENDIX G

A SOCIO~ETRIC MATRIX ANALYSIS OF THE PERCEIVED SOCIAL
SITUATION OF THE RESIDENTIAL POPULATION
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